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IDRC Young Canadian Researchers in the Field, 1991-94: A Study 
Introduction 
The Young Canadian Researchers' Award (YCRA) Prograin was created in 1982 to provide 
emerging researchers with hnding to pursue research projects in developing countries at the post- 
graduate level. Over the years the objectives of the YCRA have evolved to mirror those of the 
Centre so that the research being undertaken by awardees is relevant and complementary. This 
study shows how this process evolved over the years 1991-94. It documents the stories and 
experiences of a representative nuinber of awardees in order to highlight 'lessons learned' during 
the period. This information will be shared with new awardees at the outset of their tenure. 
Objectives of the Study 
The overall objective of this study coininissioned by IDRC is to review the Young Canadian 
Researchers' Award (YCRA) Prograin for the period 199 1 - 1994, to identifj difficulties 
encountered by YCRA recipients and, finally, to address how IDRC can better prepareawardees 
for their field experiences. Specific objectives include: 
1. To review and analyze Project Summaries of the YCRA for the years 1991 to 1994 
in order to identify specific characteristics of each project 
2. To review and analyze reports of awardees from 1991 to 1994 
3. To write a report summarizing the main difficulties encountered and make 
recommendations to IDRC. 
Methodology 
Project Suininaries were reviewed to identifj specific characteristics of each project to analyze 
trends and alterations made during the years under review. Lists of the awardees were reviewed 
with a view to age, gender, Canadian university affiliation, and area of research. A total of 36 
awardees were chosen to provide a representative sample to review in depth, with the aim of 
finding specific exainples of difficulties encountered during their tenure. The study is divided into 
four parts: 
Part I: Review of Program Summaries, 1991-94 
Part II: Review of Awardees' Files 
Part III: Trends 
Part IV: Recommendations 
While this study examines the process of the YCRA - the various aspects of its administration; 
recruitment; evaluation by faculty and IDRC experts; feedback from the awardees; field research 
reports and final reports, it is unable to measure the result of the overall objective of the YCRA - 
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that is whether or not the award actually enables emerging Canadian researchers to pursue 
careers in sustainable and equitable development. 
A'OTE: Before reading this report, it may he i~nportant for the render to consider the background of the author and what built-in 
biases lnay he brought to this study as n result. An initial hvo-year stint as a Canadian volunteer, over a decade spent living and 
working ill the soutlier~l African region, both in private atid NGC.1 work arenas, and a subsequent dozen years working for a Canadian 
NC;C) colour my lenses towards the support of sustainable and equitable develop~nent processes of various kinds. 
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PARTI 
Review of Project Summaries 1991-94 
This section sulnmarizes the Project Sulnlnaries for the period 1991 -94. It shows how the 
objectives of the YCRA over this period become more closely aligned to the objectives of the 
Centre. 
1. Overall Objective 
In terms of objectives of the award, there were a number of changes during the period under 
review. Post-graduate students, both master's and doctoral levels, were eligible to apply for the 
awards during this period. 
Described in the 1992 publicity, "To contribute to the growth of Canadian research capacity that 
is responsive to developing country priorities by supporting Canadians to undertake field research 
in Latin America, Africa, or Asia", the overall objective of the YCRA has not changed. The 
Project Su~lunary for 1991 states: "Initiated in 1982, the aim of the program is to encourage the 
involvement of young Canadians in scientific areas of concern to IDRC and to give them, at the 
same time, exposure to the problems and realities of Asia, Africa or Latin America." 
t 
The award has evolved to becoming increasingly lnore responsive to the objectives of IDRC. "It 
contributes to the growth of Canadian research capacity that is responsive and relevant to the 
developing world." (1 99 1 Project Summary). In 1993, the phrase sustainabke and equi~ahle 
developmer~t (SED) was written into IDRC policy to support research specifically in the field of 
sustainable and equitable developlnent (SED). The 1993 publicity reflected that corporate 
objective: 
The pul>ose in offering these awards is to contribute to the growth of research capacity in Canada in 
sustainable and equitable development. 
Key wordslphrases such as linkages, capacity building, ~*e.spon.sive and relevant and environmenl 
are interwoven throughout the objectives: linkages with the students and IDRC and with their 
affiliate institutions in the host country; linkages with IDRC and the Canadian academic 
collununity; the capacity of the students to conduct their field research; the capacity of the affiliate 
institution in the host country to provide assistance and support; the importance of the research 
being both responsive and relevant to the developing country as well as to IDCR; and the 
importance of the research to the environment. 
In 1991 the decision was made to target only academic candidates 
because of increasing overlap and/or duplication \rfitl~ other awards offered to professio~~al nd to Master's 
level apl~licants, (e.g. CILIA Awards for Canadians). Tllis also acknowledges the Centre's mandate to fund 
research on i~~ternational issues. 
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In the same year, the Environmental Policy Program contribute $60,000 to the YCRA to support 
the research of Canadian graduate students in this field of study and to sensitize Canadian 
graduate students involved in Environ~nental Studies. 
Sunznzary of objectives 
1. To encourage the involvement of emerging Canadian researchers in scientific areas of conce1-11 to IDKC, giving 
thein at the same tinle exposure to the problems and realities of developing countries 
2. To fund the research of en~erging graduate students with the aim of encouraging tllen~ to pursue careers in research 
3. To provide liikages be t~~ee i l  Canadian and developing countly expertise by requiring that awardees be affiliated 
with a research or training institution in the host countly where the field reseal-c11 is ul~dertaken , 
4. To strengthen the process of capacity building 
5.  To facilitate linkages and increase collaboration between the awardees a11d D K C  espelts so that the outcoi~~e 
of their field research and espeiience in the host couilhy nlay be added to the lalowledge base of the Centre 
6.  To strengthen Canadia~ capacity to fully participate as pmtners in the developille~~t process througl~out he 
world 
7. To provide linkages with the Canadian uluversi@ coimnul~ity 
8. To increase comnunication with awardees, before, during and after tenure 
9. To offer the award to Canadian graduate students who are registered in developing counhy universities (in 
response to a reconu~~endation nlade by the EIRC Hoard of Ciovenunents in 1389) 
10. To offer a few awards to candidates who can-)' out a pait or all of their research in count~ies of the Noid1 on 
sustai~~able and equitable developllle~~t as it pe~tains to the South. 
2. Eligible Fields of Study 
Below is a comparison of eligible fields for Ph.Ds listed in 1992 and 1994, showing the 
increasing emphasis on the word envir.ormlent and reflecting the changes to the Centre's 
objectives: 
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Master's students were considered for the YCRA only in the areas of Health Sciences, 
Inforination Sciences and Environmental Policy and this remained constant throughout the period 
under review. 
3. Eligibility 
The following conditions for eligibility remained constant during the period under review: 
Hold Canadian Citizenship or permanent residency status 
He registered at a Canadiail u~liversity 
I'roposed research is for a doctoral or a master's thesis. Approval hy the appropriate acadenlic conullittee 
is required 
I'rovide evidence of affiliation with an institution or organization in the region in which the research will take 
place 
Master's students must provide evidence that course \vork will he completed and comprehensive -'' 
examination passed by the time of award teniue. 
In 1993 the suitability of candidates was measured by the conditions as listed above and also by 
appropriate academic background to undertake the research, previous academic standing, 
referees' assessments, previous overseas experience and the language skills necessary to 
undertake the proposed research. 
Special feature: In 1993 a few awards were earmarked for SED research to be conducted 
in countries in the North, since SED issues involve countries in the North and South: 
This phase will continue to accept applications for research to be conducted in Noithen1 countries 
provided the research deals with an issue of sustainable and equitahle developma~t that is a 
priority for IIIKC. (1 994 Project Suimnaiy) 
4. Affiliation with Host Country Institutions 
A general statement was included in the 1991 and 1992 Project Summaries, stating 
... each awardee nlust he af31iated with a research or training institute ill the developing coulltry where the 
field research is undel-taken. However, affiliations call range froin 'mere aclulowledge~nent to veiy 
stlhstantial help'. (I 994 I'roject Sui~ullaiy). 
By 1993, a inore consistent definition of affiliation was being sought: "To be fairer in the 
requirements of awardees, a more consistent definition of 'affiliation' should be set." (1 993 
Project Summary) This was still an issue in 1994: 
The program needs to define more clearly what is expected of institutional affiliation, so as to prevent 
iilcoilsiste~lcy in the evaluation of applicants, as well as to plan for greater heniifts for the research and the 
affiliated institution. (1 994 Project Sunu~lary) 
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5. Duration of Tenure 
The following information remained constant, also noting that the award tenure corresponds 
to the period of field research in the developing country: 
For a period not less than tlree m o ~ ~ t l ~ s  to a maximuln of 12 months 
1)octoral st~idents inay be considered for a longer peiiod of tenure, to a ~llaxilnu~n of 24 months. 
6. Value of Award 
Rules regarding the value of the awards as outlined below, did not change: 
Justifiable field research expenses (in budget outline submitted by the candidate) are covered to a 
nlasiinuin of $20,000 per year. 
For doctoral students who require the maximum period of 24 months, the total value will not exceed 
$40,000. .,' 
7. Deadlines for Applications 
Up until 1993, applications were accepted throughout the year. In 1994, two cycles of 
colnpetition were introduced: 
Janualy 15, 1995 (awards will be aimounced mid-April) 
June 30, 1995 (awards will he aiu~ounced end of September) 
Each year applicants were informed, "All supporting doculnentation must be coinpleted 
before the application will be considered." 
Recruitnsent Process Clsnnges: Because of increased demand for Y CRA awards, 
deadlines and a selection committee were re-introduced in 1994: 
Applications will contuiue to be assessed individually by IDRC progain officers and by regioilal 
offices. However, should the number of qualified applicants exceed the iii~lds available for awards, 
a selection coi~unittee will meet to determine which of the qualified applicants will receive 
awards." (1 994 Project Surmnaiy) 
8. Evaluation of Applications 
Information about the evaluation process was not specifically stated in the YCRA publicity 
until 1993 and remained the same in 1994: 
Applications will be evaluated according to criteria such as relevance to sustainable and equitable 
development, relevance to IIIKC priorities, quality of 1-esearch proposal, future impact of research, 
suitability of the candidate, and suitability of the proposed afliliation. 
In the 1993 Project Summary, eligibility and selection criteria were redefined. A points 
system, from 1 to 10 was introduced to rate candidates on such criteria as relevance of 
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research to IDRC, quality or ability of the candidate to conduct the research, lnethodology 
and recolnlnendations by faculty supervisors. A form memo sent to IDRC evaluators notes: 
Each al)plicant is assessed individually. The challenge is not to choose among several candidates as in a 
competition, hut to assess the extent to which each individual application meets specified c~iteiia. Therefore 
it is not cnicial to a ~ i v e  at a nwneiical ranking. You inay prefer to use qualitative descriptions rather than 
to quantiQ your assessinent of each application. The evaluation fo1111 is sinlply a tool for structuring your 
analysis of the application materials. 
It outlined the overall evaluation objective this way: 
The long-teim ideal would he to select candidates whose research is directly liilked to the Centre's prio~ities 
and complemeiits or cont~ihutes to existii~g Centre-supl)o~ted projects. However, the research proposed hy 
YCKA applicants may investigate issues of interest to hut not yet addressed hy the Centre. Such research 
could provide the Caltre with valuable haseline data. You may wish to take this factor into accouilt \~11ei1 you 
assess the relevance of the proposed researcl~. 
Regional assessnzent introduced: In 1994 a regional assessment of proposals was 
introduced. Eligible research proposals were sent for review to both the expert program 
officer in Ottawa and to the appropriate regional office for an assessment whether the 
proposals ]net the priorities of the region and the regional office. The Project Sulnlnary 
of that year noted: 
Regional C)ffices have responded positively to their invol\leinent in the assessinent of applicants. 
Applicants have also received the haiefit of a regional perspective on their proposals. 
9. Number of YCRA Awardees - 1991-94 
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10. Changes to Administration Processes 
a) Applications: The fluctuation in the nuinber of awards each year as shown in the table 
above occurred because the amount of money granted for each award differs froin 
awardee to awardee. In periods where there were more candidates than fhnding, some 
recipients had to wait for the next phase of the program: 
The YCRA program was origiilally lun as a competition, with deadlii~es and a selection 
conlmittee. In 1990, however, a new systeln was introduced. Ileadlines were removed, al~plicants 
were evaluated upon receipt, and awards were granted tlxoughout the year. This system worked 
well for several yexs However, since 1992, the i~uinber of applications qualified to receive 
awards has increased, so much so that the funds available in each phase of the program have been 
insufficent. Awardees have bee11 asked to wait until f h d s  fiom the next phase of the progran are 
available; however, this has soinetimes caused delays u.11ich have adversely affected alvardees 
who 11ave to ineet academic deadlines. ( 1  994 I'roject Su~lmaly) 
b) Updating of forms and processes: In 1993, reporting requirements for awardees were 
reviewed and new forms (application, interim and final) designed. While these.forms 
were always available in both official languages, the redesign of the application form 
accomlnodated both languages on the same form. 
c) Communication: IDRC prograin officers with an interest in awardees' research 
receive, upon request, copies of the awardees' interiin and final reports. Other 
colnlnunication issues still need to be addressed: 
,411 iilfomlation system to keep other interested ]>alties, both within and outside the Centre 
iilfo~lned of approved awards, ho\vever, still ~ieeds to be set up. (1 994 I'roject Sunmla~y) 
d) Information system: In 1994 when the Centre Training and Research Awards 
(CENTRA) database became operational, it was possible to analyze trends in the YCRA 
program over its previous phases. However, not all the information was available in 
CENTRA and the information systems utilized over the four phases under review were 
inconsistent. However, CENTRA will be used to keep interested parties informed of 
awardees' progress. Also, 
The feasibility and desirahlility of tracking other illtbnnatio~~ that call help detenllu~e if there has heel1 
a ~ y  systemic hias in granting awards (e.g. ethnic hackgroulld of awardees) will he studied. 
( 1  994 Project Sunmlay) 
11. University Affiliation in Canada 
Some Canadian universities are very well represented as the awardee's academic institution in 
Canada, as the following table indicates. Universities such as Guelph, which have managed 
overseas research projects very successfhlly for many years are very familiar with IDRC and other 
fhnding agencies such as CIDA and know how to access sponsorships of various kinds. As a 
result professors know many of the IDRC experts involved in their projects, particularly if they 
are IDRC-supported. 
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Nunzber of  Awar(Zees - Listed bv Universitv Affiliation in Canada * 
I 13 I Guelph I 
5 , I MGM&~. Carleton, Laval, York, Montrhl I 
I 
I 4 I McGill, UQAM I 
I 2 I Queen's, Calgary, Manitoba, Sherbrooke 1 / I  
3 Waterloo I 
* l:hese statistics are based on 73 awardees (out of the total of 103 for 1991-94) for which statistics 
were readily available. 
1 
12. Host Country chosen for research project 
The choice of host country appears to be inade inost often by the recipient, who inay already have 
soine expertise in that country or have contacts who have agreed to host them. Soine awardees 
wish to conduct research in the country of their birth. The table below shows the number of 
awardees who conducted research in the following countries. Please note that some awardees 
travelled to inore than one country. 
Victoria, Wilfiid Laurier, Simon Fraser 
South Africa, Togo 
* These statistics are based 011 73 awardees (out of the total of 103 for 199 1-94) for which statistics were readily available. 
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13. Fields of Study 
Fields of study undertaken by the awardees are listed below in a broad context. 
In many cases there is an overlap between the fields such as a health and nutrition project 
targetting children, or an education project targetting youth at risk of contracting HIV. 
Environmental factors are increasingly interwoven into all research as is gender, and the issue of 
empowerment, and poverty alleviation. , 
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PAR T ZZ 
Review of Awardees' Files 
For this study, 36 awardees were selected to provide a representative sample, approxi~nately nine 
for each year under review. They are listed in alphabetical order in the Appendix. The information 
is presented in the form of case studies. It not an attempt to present a statistical analysis, rather it 
is provided to  illustrate the experiences of the awardees and to provide specific exainples of their 
research projects. The inforination is provided under the following headings: 
Feedback from awardees 
- S~(ccesses identified by awardees 
- D~fficulties ident~fied by awardees 
YCRA communication with Awardees 
Communicating JDRC Experts' comments on proposals back to Candidates 
Affiliation with host country institutions 
Feedback from Canadian academic supervisors 
Feedback from other sources 
Relevance of research to JDRC 
1. FEEDBACK FROM AWARDEES 
I. SUCCESSES IDENTIFIED B Y A WARDEES 
a) Value of interacting with fellow researchers 
Awardees consistently comment on the value of working with other researchers/like-minded 
people in the host country. 
Patricia Spittizl ' worked as part of a team in Uganda on an HIV project which inade thein 
question their work and required the team members to be very supportive of each other. 
Working with others is often possible through the affiliated institution in the host 
community where they are conducting their research. Awardees explain that it provides 
stimulation and opportunity for cooperation. Many also talk about learning much more 
than they have contributed or left behind at the end of their tenure. 
(93-1 20 1 - 1  8) No longer s/r.ni~gcr,s: IJm-ficipnto~ cvid~~~ici: mid tlie dl?vek)Pnii?1it 0Jc111t~rnlly npproprinle HIl'/llInS 
iiiti~n~ciitiorrs iii Lyaiitoiidc, ligniidn, McMaster IJrliversity 
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Ilavicl Rowbotltant * reported that he benefitted from meeting some of the leading 
hydrologists working in the Hiinalayan region at an International Snow and Ice 
Hydrology Conference in Kathmandu. 
Davirl M~Donal( l ,~  conducting research in South Africa, wanted to work with fellow 
graduate students because "too much research is done in isolation." 
Anna-Marie Ball was able to hire four young Batswana as research assistants. They 
were doing their national service in Palapye and were asked to assist her with providing 
AIDS education in the coimnunity. Although they were not originally from Palapye they 
had lived there for some time. Because sexual behaviour is such a sensitive, taboo and 
private subject the research required tact and respect and it was an advantage that the 
young assistants had already become known in the community. Ms Ball provided them 
with training in research and they agreed to lead focus groups with her in English and 
Setswana. Although their national service assignments were finished before she 
completed her research, she was able to employ some for a longer period. As a result, 
they gained more experience in conducting research. 
Ms Ball also noted that meeting and mixing with other academics and practitioners was 
what she valued most about her research experience in Botswana. 
This grounded my research and gave me a taste of 'the real world'. I Jltimately it allows me to focus my 
goals more realistically. 
b) Importance of con~munity involvement and community ownership of the research 
Some awardees felt they had been successful in involving the target community in their 
research, either through Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) or Rapid Rural Appraisal 
(RRA). 
A l a  MacKenzie, a MSc student at University of Guelph used RRA in upland basins of 
the Lolah watershed in Indonesia to collect farmers' perceptions of resource constraints 
and conservation needs. He made some changes in his methodology including using RRA 
with PRA because he wanted to get the farmers to evaluate their own resource 
perceptions and needs. He noted: 
2 (9 1 - 1025- 19) Applyirlg n (;IS 10 lnrrd use hnzards irr F'licw Tnl ~vn/ei:rlic?d, AJirynl, 1Jrliversity of Waterloo 
(93- 120 1-2 1) Tlrcpolifics ofecology irr Sou111 ;Ijiicn: Local go~*ertrir~er~l res t r l tc l~ ,r i i~~ and er~virorrmcr~tnlpolicy it1
('ope Towrr, 1.Jniversity of Toronto 
4 (92- 120 1-20) Tlre socinl orid cul/urnl corrsfruc/ior~ ofsc?xitnl risk by you111 irt Hols~varrn, 1.J1liversity of Manitoba 
(91 - 1025-3 1 ) A ir~c~/liodologyfor ir~~~oh~~??nreril ofrc?nro/e coirmturririzs ill n~n/ers l~ed  rr~nringeir~eri/ ill .S'ttlnn~e.ri Selnforl, 
Iridorresin, 1J11iversity of Toronto 
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I'M is ahout introducing a process of learning for both the researcher and the cclllununity. 
Arclsnnn D~vii~etli had previous experience in PRA techniques before going to India to 
research the effectiveness and efficiency of coininunity participation in health and 
nutrition prograins in India, coinparing a coininunity with NGO support to one with 
government support. Others found that this process was not working in their research. 
Antlres ,Snrzchez-Bnin stated that the purpose of his research in Mexico was 
To explore a more holistic approach to tlle plalluing of sanitruy and l~ygenic activities in rural 
conununities that would he hased on I-espect for the indigenous culture, and he colnpatible with the 
comnunities' priorities and needs. 
He noted that although thousands of coininunities worldwide have been provided with 
safe water systems during International Water Decade (1980-90), health benefits have 
not lived up to expectations. A contributing reason is "that efforts to iinprove 
envirorunental, sanitation and hygienic conditions failed to keep pace with water 
provision." 
In addition, sanitation prr>pc>sals focused primarily on latrine construction and top-down hygiene 
activities, with little attention given to existing hygiene behaviors and even less to the conce1~ls of the 
co~mnunities or their acceptance of the changes being introduced. 
Jutlitls Stnnsp used PRA techniques in Zimbabwe in her research into indigenous 
agroforestry. She used the outputs, inaps drawn and data collected through interviews, to 
iinprove collective and individual action towards sustainable agroforestry both in villages 
and beyond. 
One YCRA recipient who lived in a remote Amerindian village in Guyana for nearly six inonths 
researched the relationship between the villagers and nearby outLsider.s, developinent project 
einployees in terins of how coininunications techniques help or hinder that relationship. 
Ellen Hagernznn used PRA techniques along with concepts of GAD and SPP to 
promote the re-valuing of local lil~owledge ... participatory knowledge coining fi-om the Amerindian 
peoples. The \villingness of the (iuyanese hnerindians to comnunicate their hlou'ledge will he largely 
detemlined by whether they feel that they are fill1 particil>ants in all phases of the Iwokrama Rain Forest 
Program (IWI-'). 
(92-1 02 1-40) Eiii~iroiinic?li~al s iiilntioii arid / ~ ~ ; + i i ~ :  A strrdy of hehni~ioi.cz/risk.factol:s i i ~  11ie traiisiiiissioii ofwatcr 
~ i ~ d  saiiil~fioii-rela[~d iizfecfiou~ discwses ailioiig 1/12 Z o q u e c - ~ o p o l c s ,  Mexico, Carlet011 1 Jniversity 
8 
(93- 1201 - 1 1) Tlie indigciious agrqfore.sby gl)aterii in Ziriibohwe: I s  if sustni~loblc!? A sfrrdy of coriiriiunol vil/ngc:c.s, 
iiicorporatiiig arid ei~nlrtafiiigpnrficipnfory nre~liods, 1Jniversity of Toronto 
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Catlzy Blacklock lo  recorded that trust and confidence were important to the subjects of her 
research in Guatemala. 
They were willing to talk to me hut the mfoimation they iinpaited was selective. The perception that the 
activists had of ~ n e  crucially affected in! ability to do research. 
She recorded hours of taped interviews with women to study her theory that 
delnocratization is the political manifestation of the crisis of capitalisln and the capitalist 
class which emerged in the late 1970s and deepened in the 1980s. She felt that visible 
political activities of the popular movement were "only the tip of the iceberg." 
They feel that what democracy does exist in (iuatemala is the direct result of the struggle of the popular 
movement mld that their politicization einerged out of the necessity to sunjive in the context of the 
socio-economic crisis. 
Colin Millette '' researched water resource utilization by marginalized groups (poor and 
women) and how they may be empowered to determine the direction of their 
developlnent through appropriate management of the resource. He learned to .speak 
Bahasa Indonesian during three years as a CUSO volunteer. He suggests that 
conununity management is distinguished from conlnlunity participation i11 that the heneficia~ies of a 
water supply syste~n have the responsibility, authority and control over the syste~n. 
c) Going through the "right channels" to gain permission and establish rapport 
Obtaining permission up front from the appropriate officials, learning the local language and 
culture of the people are all important factors in conducting successhl field research. Not to .. 
do so often imposes inajor delays in starting field research as a number of YCRA recipients 
working in Indonesia have discovered. Establishing rapport and gaining trust can take time. 
Cltristina Moffnt l 2  had to overcolne the suspicions of a carpet factory manager because a 
German television team had been around earlier filming a documentary on child labour. 
Ellen Hagernzan spent months living with and gaining the trust of Amerindian villagers in 
Guyana. She brought photos of her previous work with villages in Indonesia and Africa 
and found that the villagers enjoyed seeing the photos and noted similarities in village 
life and landscape. 
The process lias promoted a valuable and infonnative exchange of illformation. The photos seemed to also provide 
some reassurance to the Amerindian villagers that I was ready and willing to live with them. 
1 0 
(9 1-1  025- 12) 14'011ri?rz $politicnlparticir,otio~~ irr drc corrli>xt of dernocr(~tizatiori: T l ~ e  ccisr of (';uotrrr~ala, Carleton 
1 Jniversity 
l1  (92- 120 1-33) Assessirrg the role qf ~rorrrzr~ in a corrrn~vrri!v nianagmierrt c~ppronch for the plarl~ririg arid 
irrrplenre~rlntiori of don~estic watm. s1~pp1ie.s irr Sulnw~i?si, bidorii~sin, I.Jniversity of Ciuelpll 
(94- 1200- 1 I) Workirrg wornerr: The productive nrrd r c p r o d u c ~ i l ~ ~  roles of wornerr working i~r /Ire carpet-mnkir~g 
irrd11.rtt-y irr K(~tIirrrc~rrdu, A'cpal, McMaster I Jniversity 
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She lived with a host fainily in Surama, a Guyanese village without electricity, sleeping 
in a haininock and working side by side with the villagers and participating in the day-to- 
day life (church, school and social events). She developed an attitude of openness and 
flexibility as well as a willingness to learn and try new things. 
By setting realistic goals and heu~g slow and patient ahout acquainting myself wit11 villagers and 
intelviewil~g t11eil1 was a key ingredient to what I deemed to he a successfill research experience. 
At the outset she was concerned about the effect which living with one fainily might 
have on her rapport with the other villagers. She also measured the inethodological 
limitations of research which, she notes, is "a Western concept" and felt it was 
essential to consider t l~e hiases within the concel~ts and tools which nlay linlit effectiveuess and to look 
for oppo~-tuilities to initigate these hiases. 
Although some villagers were reluctant to be interviewed, she was told by those she 
found most difficult to interview that they "enjoyed my style of visit and found me to be 
non-threatening and unassuming." They said that she "didn't behave like sotne~outsiders 
which acted as though they were better than the Amerindians and therefore did not have 
the time to just sit and chat." 
She found that humour and laughter served to mitigate differences. 
I a111 interested in expIoring the use of humour as a way to traverse cultural haniel-s to find C O I ~ I ~ I ~ ~ I  luks 
with people of different cultures hecause I foul~d it was througll laughter and joking that I was hest ahle 
to be accepted, pai-ticularly hy those \vho were unco~llfol-tahle or unahle to speak English. 
d) Contributing to the target community/focus group 
Many awardees commented on their desire to contribute something to the participants of 
their study, since they felt that they were benefiting more from the experience than they were 
"giving back". 
Some awardees such as Ellen Hageritzan and Peter Berti '"ook photos and sent copies 
back to their research participants. Mr Berti also shared feedback on the health status of 
Andrean farmers and their families, so they could assess the quality of their water supply 
and learn appropriate treatment. He paid villagers for their participation - adults the 
equivalent of $1.70 per interview (70 cents for children) as payment for disruption of 
their work day. A physician he met also expressed an interest in helping with fbture 
studies. 
Christina Moffat helped participants in Nepal get treatment for parasites in 
return for getting permission to take stool samples. She also shared the findings of the 
children's health survey with the mothers. 
l 3  (93-120 1-23) I)ivlary ndequncy nrtd ifs r.~ln~iortsltip lo n~r~ltroportrc~~ric sfnftrs irt a higlrlnrtd Ecrmdorinrr 
C O N I N I I I ~ I ~ ~ V ,  1 Jniversity of Ciuelpll 
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They were enthusiastic to have their cllildren measured, interested in knowing their cl~ildren's weight in 
kilograms and were eager to participate in tlle su~vey. 
Olnf Juergensen l4 wanted to allow the voices of the Mozambican refugees he worked 
with to be heard by having his research "creatively contribute to the theoretical debate in 
migration studies and social relationship of production and reproduction." He feels that 
the complexities, strategies and actions while they were displaced will be better 
compehended. Over a lnillion Mozambican refigees fled to Malawi during the course of 
the civil war in Mozambique. A large number of refbgees returned home prior to the 
resolution of the conflict. He wanted to research "why people are willing to risk their 
lives by returning to an unarticulated future in their country of origin." 
Carolyn Mncdonnll l 5  provided a bar of soap per week to the caregivers of the 
lnalnourished children she was studying in Malawi. She wanted to try and control a 
major colnpounding factor on her main outcome variable, weight gain. 
Diarrhea is a constant problem as is poor sanitation. Families are veiy poor and don't have nioney for 
soap for clothes - diapers and panties - even for washing dishes. They have no soap, let alone for 
washing hands. When the children get diarrhea, their weight drops. 
A soap company in Blantyre donated some of the soap and the YCRA staff allowed her 
to include soap as an item on her budget. She also constructed a drying rack for dishes 
outside the ward and purchased grass mats for the study participants so that they would 
not be sitting on dirtlsand outside the building "(where others had passed stools), play in 
the dirt and put their hands in their mouths." 
She hired extension workers to provide nutrition education and holnecare workers to give 
sewing and knitting lessons to caregivers of the children she was studying. She organized 
a play group for the children and obtained donated toys. She also had weekly staff 
meetings with all the staff in the ward and with clinical officers to keep them informed 
of the progress of the study. 
Others were not sure what their contribution actually amounted to. 
Dnn Pnrndis l 6  was considered with a lot of suspicion by his research group, the Lauje 
people in Indonesia. He had to explain to elders that he was there to learn, not to 
conscript them into forced labour as the Dutch had done many years ago. In the 
l 4  (92-102 1-37) JJrasnri!.s orr 111r yeriyhriy: .l geolri.story qfrrtrnl cltnrrgr irr Moznmhiqur 1960-92, Queeri's 
I lliiversity 
l5  (94- 1200- 15) Zirrc dejicic~r~cy nrrd growtlr,fnltrri~tg in r-~rral .solctlrcmr Malawiar~ infarits nrid mod~ficntior~s q f  local 
ivrarrirrgfoods to corrrhat dc:ficic.rrcy, I Jniversity of Ciuelph 
l6  (94-1 200-14) An ngrotccosystc?r~~s ayyronch to locnl rc~sc?~tIcrrte~rt rind irr si/u de?iuloprr~c?rrt ir cerr~ml Sulnwc?si, 
1.Jniversity of Ciuelph 
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introduction to his thesis he thanked the Lauje: 
From then] I leanled more about life than I can put illto words. I feel like I have taken so lnucl~ from t11en1 
and can only l~ope that they have some good memolies of my stories, and hei r  own stories to share about 
the 'big white guy' ~vho  was always wiping out d o w ~  tlle mountains. 
Ellen Hagerman worked side by side with the villagers in Guyana and she found that "it 
was quite ineaningfbl and significant to the villagers that I was willing to do the saine 
work and I came to appreciate how hard they work." She wanted to have a better picture 
of what the villagers are understanding from outsiders and to identi9 soine of the 
potential barriers to understanding. She compared anecdotes and general perceptions that 
Amerindians told her with what she heard froin staff at Iwokraina, which is an IDRC- 
assisted project. For example, she heard that hunting restrictions were imposed the 
villagers who wanted to hunt on Iwokraina land. 
T l~e  other version of the stoly is that some Amerindian staffwere using the headlights of the Iwokran~a 
vd~icles to attract wildlife out of tlle forest so that they could llunt them easily. Comparing stories is 
valuable to hear 11ow Amerindians have interpreted particular events involvii~g Iwokraina both directly 
and indirectly. 
Before she returned to Canada, she shared the findings of her research with the village 
leader who read it and said that it was honest and usefbl. 
He also comnel~ted that inany of tlle observations could only be made by an outsider. He said he 
intended to present the results to tlle villagers. 
Catlzy BIncklock offered her project proposal skills to the women's groups she was 
studying in Guatemala as a way of giving something back. They had tried to involve her 
' 
directly in their decision-making but she felt that providing her technical skills was 
preferable. 
Solnetilnes it is expected that equipment brought over for the research should be donated to the 
affiliate organization. 
There is a letter in Dnniile Bklnnger's l 7  file from the Institute of Sociology in Hanoi 
stating that she donated her computer, modein and printer to the Institute. 
But in Peter Berti's case he was told he may keep his equipment or donate, as he wished. 
It is not clear froin the files studied what the YCRA policy is. 
Yolnnde tieadah stated that the notion of "einpowerinent" is central to her research so 
17 
(94- 1700-25) Des gc;rrdratiorrs au coeur. dri clrarrgerirerrt : Si?mnlilc! et snr~tL: rc?prodr4ctive des jeu~rc?s urhnirrs nu 
I/iL?trram, Uliiversitd de Molltrial 
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the participants "have control". Her premise was that although measures have been put 
in place to ensure that woinen benefit equally from development projects, results 
obtained rarely matched the intended outcome. An evaluation of the social impact of 
these programs respresents a chance to measure them. Her impression was that those 
responsible do not have sufficient idea of the importance of the role which women play 
in Africa. 
Lori Bell, who previously worked for UNHCR with Afghani refugees in Pakistan and 
with MSF in Ethiopia, found that the impact of female community health workers is 
inore apparent than that of males. "Older female community health workers (40-50) with 
prior experience in midwifery are likely to be the most effective in a Pakistani context." 
Direct beneficiaries of her research were expected to be the Aga Khan University (AKU), 
Health Service Planning and communities in Pakistan and elsewhere. She stated that she 
"would look more closely at program effectiveness due to the need by AKU to plan to 
significantly upscale their primary health care activities in Pakistan." UNHCR qlso 
supported her by providing office space, security clearance and staff assistanck. 
e) Outputs of the awardees: Paperslnewspaper articleslseminars 
Apart from producing their theses or dissertations, many awardees produced technical papers 
or presentations, some with colleagues, on their research. 
Patricia Spittal contributed to a number of papers chronicling the lives of some of the . 
female villagers most adversely affected by HIV. 
Anne LatentIres.~e '' presented several papers in Strasbourg and Tour. She was also 
involved in two round table discussions which she found interesting in that it encouraged 
interaction between the researchers and the public. She presented her theory, the 
approaches she adopted and answered questions raised in response. 
Ellen Hagerntan produced video footage and a feature article about her experience in 
Guyana appeared in the Montreal C' ~azette. 
Catlzy Blacklock received permission from the organizations she worked with to 
disseminate her findings through publication. She prepared a conference paper entitled 
C.'onfesting Democratization in Cl;lrateniala: Wonietz '.s political orga~iizing for Hldmatz 
Rights. 
l 9  (93- 120 1- 12) Arc conrrrrvriify hi?alfh workers eficti i~c in tlic dl?livc!ry qfprirrtary healfli care iri dei:elopirrg 
coitrrlricsY A critical lilernhtrc r.i?i~iew arrdprofocolfom~ulnlion, Pokislan, McCiill IJniversity 
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Koji Barintnh 21 and Geoffrey Nelson, Ph.D had a paper published in the International 
Quarterly of Coinmunity Health Education (Vol. 14 (2) 1993-94) entitled En7po1veriment 
in a S~q~plenzentary FoodI'roject iii a Rural ('omn~unity in (;hanu. 
David McDonald wrote a series of articles with such imaginative titles as It '.Y not easy 
being brown (for Southern Afi-ica Report), I 'I1 have some clean environment please (for 
African Wildlife), Black Workers, BI-OIQII B~rden:  Municipal Workers and the 
Etrvironment (for South African Labour Bulletin), and Fried (;reen Bureaucrats: Local 
Government and the Environme~it (for Afi-ica Wildlife). 
Christian Da Silva 22 was invited to subinit a paper for possible inclusion in a book 
entitled Traditional K n o ~ ~ l e d g ~ .  in Tallzania to be edited and coordinated by Dr. H. 
Sosovele from the Institute of ~esource  Assessment, University of Dar es Salaam. He 
was also asked to present a paper at a conference entitled Research I'ri~rities~for 
Envirot~inental Education i72 Africa in Arusha in July 1994. 
I, , 
Anna-Marie Bnll presented her preliminary findings at the Sixth International Congress on 
Women's Health Issues in Botwana June 29-July 2, 1994 attended by 250 participants 
froin 22 countries. She also attended the Methodology Seminar at the National Institute 
of Research on September 2, 1994. 
Danisle Bilanger, along with fellow researcher Khuat Thu Hong, presented a report to 
Ci'NFPA entitled Youth, prenlurital sexuality and trbortion it2 the Harioi Hegiotr: I<esults . 
of a .57drvey. She also wrote a project proposal to the Institute of Sociology in Hanoi 
entitled I'ropo.sa1. for a research p roject on single  omen seeking abortions in Hanoi, 
Vietnam. 
f )  Expertise gained by the awardees themselves 
Awardees consistently reported that the YCRA offered thein the opportunity to gain skills in 
research, inanageinent and administration which they would otherwise not have had. 
Antlres ,Snndzez-Bain stated that the multidisciplinary nature and participatory approaches 
presented me with rich ol>poltunities to lea111 from the team's experiences and issues related with 
sustainable develolxnent and priorities and needs tbr su~vival of disadvantaged populations. 
From his research on the iinpact of a nutrition centre on a specific community in Ghana, 
Kqfi Barintnh "learned that adult learning is different from child learning." 
L1 (02-1 20 1-1 5) An outcome midproce.s.s ci~aluatioiifor the propoiii of actioii 10 niitignle tlic social cosl of 
odzistnicii~ (7'MY(:4t)) project iiz tlie fioiig-Aliafo Regioii of(ilioiin, Wilfrid Laurier 1 Jniversity 
LL (93- 1 30 1 - 1 5) Eiiviroiimc?ii/ edzicotioir iii Taiizair ia - n~akiiig a cast? o f  b.oditiorral c?iii~iroi~nicnit kiiowlc?dp (TEK) iii 
/Ire life qf.secoridary scliools. Carleton 1.Jniversity 
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Arclzana Divh~etli found that the requirements for regular reporting helped her re-examine 
her objectives: 
I felt the requests for a mid-telm and fulal report were an excellent means of re-examining the 
objectives of my research. I also felt that the repolts were not hrunpered by a strict fonnat. This 
encourages originality and this is a more valuable output. 
Ms ~wivedi' also felt that her experience 
taught me about adaptation, listening values and co~lfidence ...p ractical skills such as budgeting, 
organizing, inte~xiewing, sunleying etc. are all essential for a career in international development. 
Working with people-o~iented research has taught llle to be flexible and organized enough in order to 
change plans without a moment's hesitation. Above all, this experience has reillforced co~lfidence wi t l~u~ 
myself. 
They also learned much about their own abilities to finction in difficult circulnstances and to 
accommodate unexpected delays and changes. A sense of humour, laughter and good-natured 
joking help too, as Ellen Hager~rian noted in her reports. 
David Rowbotlzanz learned a great deal about the roles and practises of development 
agencies. He also gained a better understanding of the problems and needs of the 
local people of the Himalayan region and gained practical and theoretical experience 
in the development of a GIs database. 
The traditional methods of coping (with natural hazards) have solid foundations having evolved over 
long periods of time and therefore are of great value. Development, however, is adding a new wrillkle to 
the traditional situation.. Toilris~~l is placing tl-emendous Ilressures on the envirolu~lent. 
Catlzy Blacklock learned that the women's group she was observing in Guatemala had 
problems in coalition-building and that their family obligations served as a barrier to 
their politicization. She noted that one of the strongest and most dynamic groups was 
CONAVIGUA, a group of indigenous widows. 
g) Flexibility of the Program 
Allnost every YCRA awardees makes mention of the high quality of administrative services 
they received during their tenure. Distance, lack of comlnunication facilities prevented some 
from submitting their interim reports on time, but they report that the Awards Officer was 
very flexible and accepting of these difficulties. Alterations to workplans and budgets were 
also handled effectively. Not only is the colnlnunication process (fax, phone, e-mail, letter) 
employed by the YCRA flexible, but the administration of the program itself is also very 
flexible and this is perhaps its greatest strength. 
Some awardees are able to incorporate some previous and ongoing research experience into 
their YCRA. 
Patricia .Spittnl was already involved in an HIV research project supported by IDRC 
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before she received an award. The program allowed her to incorporate some of her 
previous research experience in Uganda into her YCRA timeframe. 
Slterry Ynno 23 wrote: 
I am extremely grateful to the people at D R C  for their support and flexibility in administel-ing this 
award. They have allowed cha~lges to the program tunelines and have made suggestions to 111ake the 
research more inclusive and effective. 
Others, upon arriving in the host country, realize that their approach to their research 
inethodology is inappropriate and rework their proposals. 
* An(1res Snncltez-Bain changed his budget and approach to his research in Mexico. He 
decided to do less testing due to the fact that the inaterials he had ordered did not arrive 
in good time. As a result, he placed more importance on social aspects of his study. 
Because he organized his research in specific three-month tiineframes, he was able to 
serve as an IDRC consultant when he was not actually conducting research. T.his 
flexibility allowed hiin to reinain within the rule which prevents individuals froin having 
inore than one lDRC contract/assignment at a tiine. 
As long as the awardee's supervisor provides written support for the changes or revision, the 
YCRA accoinmodates these alterations. 
Ilnn Pnrnrlis anticipated using Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) techniques in his 
research with the Lauje people in Sulawesi, Indonesia. But he was viewed with suspicion - 
by the people who thought he was a government-sent official come to resettle thein 
somewhere else. Mr Paradis switched to RRA techniques instead. He also encountered a 
language barrier, even though he was solnewhat familiar with Bahasa Indonesian. The 
Lauje spoke their own language so he hired an assistant who could speak both languages. 
Yet other awardees found the~nselves behind in their proposed timefraine for a number of reasons, 
such as severe delays in receiving research materials and equipment froin another country. 
This was the case for (;netan Desntarnis 24 who needed to construct screenhouses for his 
agricultural experiments in Benin. 
In most cases the YCRA Awards Of£icer allowed for extensions in terms of time but not in terins 
of fknding. The rules regarding finding and budgets are adhered to quite stringently but are 
softened on occasion to provide appropriate exceptions. 
24 (92- 120 1-22) Tlirr~rrinl climacrc~ristics C J ~  i nriouspl~j~sicnI or!fipratioirs of a scruc~rrlzous~. in Afiicni? tropical 
clinioric corrditioiis, HCnin, McGill 1 Jniversity 
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Carolyn Macnonald successfilly contended that buying soap for her target participants 
was essential to improve the hygiene of her target group, lnalnourished children in 
Malawi. Diarrhea caused the children to lose weight, which impacted negatively on her 
study group. 
Vanessa Clive 25 appreciated YCRA staffs flexibility in allowing her to submit reports 
later than planned partly because she had some personal problems (loss of her daughter's 
caregiver through a car accident) and changes to her original schedule. 
The Centre responded flexibly to nly requests regarding certain readjustments to the schedule of field 
tlips which I had stiblnitted originally a11d seenled to be genuinely concerned to help make illy research 
work successfill. 
Anne Latendressc found the YCRA staff easy to contact, willing to provide extra 
information, and "understanding of time and other constraints when one travels and 
works in difficult circulnstances (political conflicts) which existed in the occupied 
territories." 
Robert Da~ridson,~~ who carried out his research in Ecuador while on a study leave froin 
his work as a scientific advisor at the Montreal Biodoine, also found the YCRA 
administrative process very flexible. He was able to have the costs of soil samples tested 
in Canada covered by the award even though the award usually covers costs incurred in 
the developing country where the research is being carried out. 
But there are limits to this flexibility and he found that some rules cannot be altered. He . 
requested that the award finds be sent directly to the Biodoine but was told this was not 
possible since the award is given to an individal, not an institution. When he requested 
that one finding installment be postponed until the next fiscal year (because he would 
have to pay $6,000 in taxes) he was reminded that he had set the paylnent schedule and 
that YCRA could not change it. In fact most awardees do not have trouble with taxes 
since the award is tax-deductible. 
Marc Roulet 27 came across the same rule when he asked that his finding be sent directly 
into an UQAM account. He thought that because his research project was associated with 
an IDRC-supported UQAM project, this could be done. However, this too was not 
possible and finding was sent to an account in his name. 
25 (94- 1200-1 8 )  C!lrar~gc?s irr tlrc l1.S. brno\~ntiorr JYSIL'TII (!fictirig ~irniz~' hio~eclinololy rc?.search arid tlllcir implications 
.for. CYA44YT, Queen's I.Jniversity 
26 (94- 1200-1 6) S~~l\~iculture e l rigiorr tropicale Irlr~rride .sur sols digrndLs, Ecuador, I.JQAM 
27 (94-1 200-26) Hiogiocliirr~ie drr nrc?rcrrre d(111s In \)nlltk drr Tnpr!jos, Ar~rnzo~iie Hrc~.silic?nne, I.JQAM 
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h) Career Choices 
Awardees for the most part aspire to careers where they can use their research skills in a 
teaching or research capacity. 
Patricia Rotlrzey 28 stated that her long-term career goal is to "influence health policy by 
being active at the grassroots and policy levels." She found during her research in 
Barbados that "very little attempt if any is made to seriously link findings of illness and 
ill health with socio-economic and political conditions within the society. 
..My research enters a new paradigm: it removes women's health from a totally medical model (illness) 
to one of wellness and empo\velment. 
In terins of her career, she noted: 
1.Jl)on com~letition of lily Ph.D, I wiI1 beconle one of the few researchers to 11ave explored the State and 
Women in the Caribbean. Tl~is wiIl no doubt ope11 consulting opportunities in the future as others seek 
to gain this knowledge. 
She stated that the doctorate "will give me the credibility and expertise needed to 
challenge the male-dominated health care system as well as give respect and 
acknowledgement to women in the health care system." In 1994 Ms Rodney worked for 
the Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women. 
A l a  MacKenzie noted in his final report that he was "...able to  make the vital contacts 
necessary for a long-term career in developinent." In a letter, Mr MacKenzie outlined his 
job as a project officer with UNICEF in Ghana, (subsequent to his YCRA tenure) 
showing that a sense of humour is a pre-requisite for working overseas: 
(illanaian counteq)al-ts share at base a reso~uiding patience and belief that the outsider will eventually 
stop pestering t11en1 and go home. A failure to grasp tlis basic tenet of cross-cultural ~ ~ ~ a n a g e n ~ e l ~ t  and 
t l~e te~i~ptation to tly to own and a ~ h i e \ ~ e  too much can lead to a lot of aggravation. 
Patricia ,S'pittal wants to contribute to applied research that is aiined at improving the lives 
of women and children in less developed countries. She wants to obtain a teaching and 
research position. 
Vanessa Clii~e, who according to Dr. David A. Wolfe, Associate Professor of University of 
Toronto's Department of Political Science, "is one of the best organized and most 
methodical doctoral students I have worked with," feels that the result of her research 
will be an invaluable addition to our knowledge of innovation in the field of 
biotechnology. 
I remain vely interested in factors driving development in t11e al)plication of hioteclu~ulogies and \volild 
like to remain involved in tlis area. 
YolantZe GeatZalt aspires to be a consultant in international development with 
28 (91-1035-1 7) Tlie keaW care q)srsit qf tlte C'arihhc~alr and its iliapact 011 women 's healtli, University of Tororito 
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specialization in gender and development - particularly in training and evaluation. She 
also planned to teach and continue research. 
Peter (li Cenzo, 29 who speaks Mandarin, aims to pursue a career in academia with a 
specific interest in conducting soil erosion and land management research in developing 
Pacific Rim countries. 
E(11vartl Osei-K~vahvo " hopes to teach at the university level and carry on research in 
areas of international relations and developinent, comparative politics and political 
economics of developinent and under-development. 
Mutintli N(1untIa's career objectives include tertiary teaching in women's studies, 
science education, policy issues and research methodology, to do more research in the 
area of gender and developinent and 
to consult urith i~ltei~~ntiol~al develol~l~le~~t orga~~izatiol~s and other N(.iC)s attelllpting to address the issues 
of poverty in devdopi~~g co~~~itl ies.  ., 
Lori Bell hopes 
to work towards improving the qualit)', approlxiacy and timely distribution of epida~~iological data both 
in the health sector and related fields. 
Allen Kivabialt " reported that he was more confident and familiar with the challenges of 
research into finding alternatives to slash and burn agricultural in the tropics and wants 
to become a teacher in a developing country. 
As noted, while most awardees mentioned their career aspirations in terms of remaining in 
research and teachingtraining at the university level, it is not documented in the files whether they 
do so. This of course is due to the fact that it takes a number of years after their tenure for 
awardees to write their theses and begin to apply for jobs. 
At least one awardee, Cantilla C ~ c k e r t o n , ~ ~  who did her research in England, Botswana and 
29 (92-1 101 -38) Trri~ilel erosioi~ ns n coiitrih~rtor to hnsiir srdiiirriit arid wntc!r-viccld ill a sniaN c a t c l ~ n ~ c ~ ~ i ,  Loess 
Plaicou. Chiria, ll~iiversity of Toronto 
" (93-1 201 - I  6) Tlicpoliiical srrstniiinhiliiy of stnrctural ndjlrstr~iziltpro~niiiri ies: (;ha110 1982-1 993. Carleton 
1.Jniversity 
3 1 (93- 120 1 - 13) Ed~rcnrioii d t~~~~~lopn~c i~ lpo / i c ics :  TIIC' ~~xpericitces o f  llie wolliei~ ofElilorite, h i i y a ,  1 Jniversity of 
British Colu~nhia 
32 
(94-1 200- 12) .'+i~cI~ro~iy niid Iocalizotioi~ ofiiiirog~~ii (A') rr l~~asc nild uptokt,.for nlniz~>pi-odrictioii ill tlic A.fiicoii 
tropics, 1 Jniversity of Guelpli 
33 
(9 1 - 1025-24) C;eopnpl~y o f  wontc?ii 's ntigrotioii to Soutli Afi.icn iii coloiiinl niidpost-coloiiiol Hotswniia, Queen's 
1 Jtiiversity 
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South Africa applied to emigrate to New Zealand. Her file does not say if she was successful. 
i) Conducting Research in the NorthIHighlights of a Special Case 
In 1993 provision was made to enable a few awardees to conduct research in the North on 
issues that affect sustainable and equitable development in the developing world. 
Fred Gale 34 was the first awardee to conduct such research. He travelled to nine countries 
in order to research the work of the International Tropical Tiinber Organization (ITTO), 
an organization created under the terms of the 1983 International Tropical Tiinber 
Agreement (ITTA). He stated that the reason for ITTO's poor perforinance was due to 
the disharmony of interests between First and Third World States. 
First World states wish to preseive tropical forests but are ui~willing to provide sufficient coinpensatioi~ 
for foregone revenues. Third World states, in the absence of compensation, continue to exploit their 
forests to eanl foreign exchange, create en~ployment, provide govenu~lent revenue and fimd their 
development programs. .,' 
He asked the question, "Why has international cooperation in the form of ITTO been 
unable to protect the earth's tropical rain forests and ensure their sustainable 
development?" 
In order to understand the failure of international cooperatioil tc) create an enviroiunental regmle 111 
tropical forestiy, we must understand not oilly the impoi-tant physical and social fimctions of trq)ical 
forest~y but also the political and economic processes that have led to increased deforestation in the 20th 
cenhuy. 
His file contains many letter of affilation and cooperation since he was travelling to 
London, Gland (Switzerland), Rome, Yokohama, Den Haag, Brussels, Jakarta, Kuala 
Luinpur, San Francisco and Washington to conduct interviews and review literature. He 
had anticipated the non-availability of access to government and industry files and found 
that the non-governmental agencies he visited generally had such information, He was 
overwhelmed by the sheer amount of information available. Getting his target questions 
right was 
a case of the chicken and the egg - the Inore one knows the better one can target questions to ohtail1 
fiu-ther, more precise infoimatic)n. 
Mi- Gale, who had worked overseas with APSO, VSO and WHO received a lot of support 
and encouragement from IDRC experts. He found Dr. Ron Ayling in CIFOR and Dr. 
John Grahain extremely helpful in offering advice, in establishing contacts and in 
facilitating the research process. In an evaluation report, John Graham anticipated the 
difficulty of arranging the numerous interviews and visits to a large number of countries. 
Although the trip "was extremely tiring, probably too long," Mi- Gale does not feel it was 
possible to shorten it and still achieve results. 
34 (93- 120 1-22) Tltr polirical ccorrorrty ofirrtmratiorral rrri~irorrr~rrrrt cooprratiorr: Tlrr role nrrd <fictirvrc~ss oftlrr 
I~rtrr~~atiorral Tinihrr Orgarrizatiorr (17TO), Carleton 1 J~iiversity 
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Over 50 forinal interviews were conducted and he credits the advance contacts inade for 
the success he achieved. "Without these advance contacts, the research effect would have 
been significantly less fruitful." He also reported that prior knowledge of Indonesian 
Bahasa and Malay Bahasa was extremely helpful. 
He felt that he was well received by everyone to whom he spoke. 
There is a vely higl~ level of interest in this research project. They 11ave a large body of information 
within their tiles not only on their o~vn effoolts to iiduence the inten~ational policy follllation process but 
also on the efforts of govennnents and industly. 
f i l ia t ion  with host institutions was a crucial colnponent in the field research, 
particularly in lending credibility to the research effort, identifjling local contacts, access 
to research inaterial and receiving the necessary support when arriving in foreign 
countries. He wanted to be affiliated with reputable and mainstream organizations in 
order 
to avoid being typecast as eitller an enilirolnnent and development radical or as a captured 1;gmber of 
the state (particularly the developed state) bureaucracy. 
He wrote in an interim report: 
The docu~nentation gathered to date and the interviews conducted indicate that the environn~ental and 
l~ulnan rights coinmunity llas been frozen out of tlle inter-regional formation process, and that a blocking 
coalition llas fonlled within the ITTC) \vllich ensures that i~iinciples, noillls, lules and procedures of the 
emerging tropical timber trade regime continue to privilege utilization over conservation. 
The other awardee who co~npleted part of her research in the North is Vanessa ('live. Her 
research was entitled ('hanges irr the [ I S .  iiurovatiorr ~ystem aficting maize hiotechrrology 
research and tlqeir in~plications.for ( ' Z W T  (Centro International de Mejorainiento de Maiz y 
Trigo, Mexico). 
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ii. DIFFICULTIES IDENTIFIED BY A WARDEES 
a) Bureaucratic: Formalities required by host government or affiliated institution 
Obtaining research permits required to conduct research may be easy in one country - 
Camilla Cockerton received her research permit for Botswana before she left Canada - and 
extremely time-consuming in another. 
David Rowbothant experienced "red tape" in getting a non-tourist visa even though IDRC 
has an special agreement with the Government of Nepal covering research personnel 
from Canada. 
A l a  MacKenzie, an MSc student at University of Guelph noted in his second interim 
report that he had to fly to Singapore to get his research permit. 
Field work is not possible without official recognition and receipt of support letters fro111 the,tl.~ree 
levels of gove~ment.  
Dan Paratlis wrote six pages of instructions for YCRA on how to obtain a research 
permit in Indonesia. 
Anrlres Sanchez-Bain had difficulties extracting his research equipment from Customs in 
Mexico "unless a bribe was given." 
Jurlitk ,Stantp also experienced some delay in getting a research permit for Zimbabwe. 
Peter Berti had trouble clearing equipment through customs in Ecuador. 
norlo Motsisi " gave a seminar to academic staff on her study plans, shared with them the 
study on the needs of women and children under emergency situations and prepared a 
bibliography on rehgee students for the School of Social Work at the University of 
Zimbabwe while she waited for her research permit from the government. Appointments 
that were made for interviews sometimes did not take place because "people were not 
there." 
As already noted, the assistance provided by affiliate institutions vary from very littIe to 
considerable. 
Some awardees such as Christina Moffat were creative in finding new institutions or 
groups with whom to form a relationship when the need arose. 
35 (9 1-1025-14) The irrrpnct of r.fi,gc!c? nid or1 re fig^'^' ~wlrternhlc? groups: A socio-ecor~orrzic nrrd dc!nrogrnplric srudy 
of Tongognrn, Mnzowe nnd Nynrfgonrhe cnntps irr Zimhnhwe, IJniversity of Manitoba 
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b) Cultural: Gaining the confidence of the target community/group 
In some countries where the people have already been studied by outsiders, problems can 
arise which make it difficult or ilnpossible to conduct research. 
Ed~vartl Osei-K~r)ad~vo found that people in Ghana were wary and unwilling to talk 
Carolyn MacDorzald had difficulties working in her initial target co~n~nunity in Malawi 
because the villagers thought that the blood she was taking from them would end up 
being sent to Canada and as a result their babies would die. She changed focus 
to a hospital setting where extracting blood was more usual and acceptable. 
Most found that contacting key informants, administrators, chiefs etc, and explaining their 
research and sharing findings with coln~nunity was most important. 
Christina Moffat experienced this in Nepal where she was studying the health df women 
and their children involved in the carpet manufacturing sector, both in factories and in 
their homes. 
In Botswana, before conducting interviews, Car~tilla Cockerton, a Ph.D student from 
Queen's University, discussed her research with the district commissioner, chief and 
headmen. 
They granted me penllission to visit \m~ious villages and to illteiview elderly women altllougll the 
govenllnent llad already granted me tlis pliviledge. Tlle local authorities appreciated this gesture. 
Patricia Spittal had to gain the confidence of other research team members in Uganda who 
spoke of their initial tentativeness adjusting to a study that combined qualitative 
(ethnographic) with participatory design elements. They asked questions such as "What 
was all this information for and how will it be used?" She had to explain the significance 
of this infor~nation to the project. 
Colin Millette was assisted by two female and one male counterparts during his research. 
"To get close to the women you lnust first get close to the men, particularly in an 
Indonesian context." His female counterparts were 
key to the implementation of this research given the gender focus of this study and the malaless of the 
researcher himself.. To circum\lent undue reactions and misconceptions the researcher has opted to 
select two female counteipal-ts out of respect for tlle culture's sense of propliety. Also the Indonesian 
cultwe places greater enq,hasis on group interaction above interactions hetween individuals. 
Knowing/learning the local language can be very effective. 
Alex McKenzie spent his first four weeks in Indonesia learning Bahasa Indonesian, and 
studied the language for a fhrther week to learn terms and expressions tailored 
specifically to his research. Although the award does not cover the cost of language 
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training, some awardees felt that learning a language would make them more effective 
researchers. 
c) Ill~less 
Although some awardees reported illness either personally or within their study group, no 
long-term effects, either in health or in delays to the research process were noted. 
Andres ,San,cltez-Bain was ill with hemorrhagic Dengue Fever in Mexico for three weeks. 
Patricia Spittal mentioned that various members of the research team in Uganda came 
down with malaria. 
Peter Berti found the participants of his water quality study in Ecuador hospitable 
(providing food, drinks) but he and his team had a few bouts of diarrhea as a result. He 
also experienced "many colds and infections maybe due to the cold and dampness of 
the study area." 
An outbreak of cholera in a Mozambican refugee camp in Zimbabwe prevented I)otlo 
Motsisi from visiting the camp to conduct her research. 
Patricia Spittal's father became ill and she had to return home to Canada temporarily. 
d) Slower pace/delays 
A number of recipients reported that work was progressing at a slower pace than expected. 
This was true even for those who have already lived/travelled overseas. 
Colin Millette found that delays in his YCRA finding put his study two months behind. He 
used the delay to prepare water infrastructure and land use maps for his case study areas 
and got personal loans from friends. He suggested that in the case of delay in 
disbursement of funds, YCRA should set up an emergency h n d  so that funds can be 
made available. This, however, is not possible because no funds may be issued until 
awardees sign YCRA agreements with IDRC. He also experienced difficulties using 
RAISON, the software designed by the University of Guelph. It proved to be too 
advanced for the cornputer capabilities of CARE, one of his affiliates in Indonesia. 
G'netan Desntarais had to import equipment and materials into Benin to construct 
screenhouses for his experiments. He lost a lot of time due to slow delivery and had to 
extend the timeframe of his research. He received an extension beyond his projected 
tiinefra~ne but no extra money since he had already received the maxiinum amount of 
$40,000. He originally started his doctoral program in 1985 but took a leave of absence 
to become involved with greenhouse technology in the private sector. His activites 
brough him to the Institute of Tropical Agriculture, (ITTA in Benin and Nigeria) which 
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became his affiliate for his YCRA research. Previously he worked on a cassava pest 
control program with ITTA which was supported by IDRC. 
Olaf Juergensen's YCRA contract was delayed (due to funding shortages in his program 
year) until October 1993. He started his research at the Rehgee Studies Program, 
University of Oxford. In December 1993, there was a general strike in Malawi - trouble 
between the Government of Malawi and the army. He noted that the General Peace 
Accord between Frelilno and Renamo was the most important event since he started his 
research. 
Patricia Rotlney experienced a slow start because all appoint~nents were scheduled 
through the Ministry of Health. 
Catlzy Blacklock reported delays caused by the need to set up "the necessary degree of 
trust and confidence with my research subjects." She also found that at one point the 
wornen expected her to get involved in decision-making, a problem since she &It that she 
was an observer. She solved this problem by offering them her project design and 
technical skills. She felt that gave something back to the people she studied. 
However, awardees who have considerably more experience in developing countries did not seem 
to be affected adversely by these sorts of problems. 
Anna-Marie Ball stated that she had very few expectations when she arrived so that any 
help she received "was considered a bonus." 
e) The Weather: Beyond one's control 
In some technical research, rainy seasonldry season testing is required. Poor seasons can 
often interrupt or delay the research. 
David Ro~vbotlzanz experienced this in Nepal. His supervisor wrote in a progress report: 
The field research season was not palticularly successfi~l from the perspective of gathering stream 
sedimentation and e las io~~  rate data. A second field trip during the rainy season in 1993 will he necessaly 
to remedy this potential deficiency in his i~lfolmation base. 
"Rain, rain, rain," notes Dan Paradis with solne frustration, as the rainy season in 
Indonesia continued well into September. The rain made travelling difficult. 
None of the local people would leave their homes during the h e a ~ y  rains. Therefore research had to wait 
it out. 
On the other hand, for Peter di Cenzo in China, the weather cooperated and field work completed 
on time. 
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f) Lack of communication 
When research is being conducted in an isolated area, there are proble~ns of lack of 
communication, infrequent postal services, no electricity or clean water etc. 
Peter Berti reported that his team had soine problems in his area of Ecuador due to the 
"unique Spanish spoken here". He also found it difficult to recruit subjects for his 
research "because we were stranger". In the end he decided to pay villagers who took 
part in his research to compensate them for time spent away from their normal work. 
Language barriers also presented problems for other researchers. 
Dan Paradis knew soine Bahasa Indonesian but not the local dialect in his study area. He 
hired an assistant who knew Bahasa Indonesian as well as the Lauje language. 
Distance caused problems for others. 
Erhvnrd Osei-K~varhao had difficulty interviewing his target group because they were 
dispersed over a wide area. 
The ~ura l  nliddle class and the ordila121 people who are the principal subjects of n ~ y  study are dispel-sed 
tluoughout the city and village, living 111 one and ~ v o r h l g  in another. 
He also experienced delays in receiving reliable Ghanaian goverment records which 
made systematic data gathering very difficult, stressful, costly and time-consuming. He 
reported that he was only able to do half of his field work. He applied for and received 
another award in 1994 in order to complete his research. 
g) Personal Safety and Security during Civil Unrestloutbreak of Violence 
It is not known whether any YCRA recipient has had to be evacuated due to instability at 
their research site, or illness, for that matter. Some files contain letters suggesting that 
awardees register with the nearest Canadian Embassy/High Commission. This should be 
mandatory. 
Anrlres Sanchez-Bain listed a number of constraints to his research in Mexico: 
h\m~ed insun-ection of indigenous conlmunities in the neighbouru~g state of Chiapas, assassination of the 
~n'esidental candidate fionl the luling party, social um-est in the neighbouring state ot Tabasco, a d  social 
iurest 111 the study region due to fiaudulent municipal elections, collapse of the economy, an epidemic of 
Dengue Fever were soille of the l~olitical, health and economic problems in the area that marked the 
study period. 
Robberies occurred regularly along the road connecting the Sierra to the nearest cities, 
where water testing samples would have to be shipped. Therefore Mr Sanchez-Bain also 
decided to drop the idea of taking samples to city labs for safety considerations. 
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Anne Latendresse, who was studying the contribution made by Palestinians to the process 
of distruction and reconstruction of Jerusalem-est, lived in Ramallah. She reported that 
the situation was extremely sensitive. 
A Ramallah, ou j'l~abite, nous avons en douze joul~lees consCcutives de couvre-feu ct: qui sipnifie que 
nous 110 pouvions sol-tir ni de jour, ni de nuit. I1 va de soi ces conditio~~s de vie difliciles affecteilt 111011 
~ytllrne de travail 
A travel advisory issGed on February 25, 1994 by the President of IDRC to all staff stated: 
Due to the unstable conditions of the occupied territories of the West Hank and Ciaza and d ~ e  
nconui~endations of the Regional Director in MEKC), 1 wish to ensure that no IIIRC' staff travel to that 
area until sucl~ time as conditions improve. 
These kinds of recolnlnendations are shared with YCRA awardees when they are in affected 
areas. However, there appears to be no example of any awardee being required to leave a war 
zone or forced to abandon their research for reasons of security. 
DRIU Mdonal(1 who was in South Africa during the build-up to the first natio6al 
elections in South Africa in 1994 noted: 
There is a lot to be said for being in South Africa at tllis historic time (March 1994). I am learning a lot 
about eve~ytl~ing fioin constitution-making to violence. As for the violeiice I have ullfo~tiinately been 
solneu7hat restricted in where I can go. For the iun-up to the election at the end of April, I have decided 
to cultail visiting all of t11e potentially problematic areas. 
Peter Berti also reported some difficulties due to the civil unrest in Ecuador throughout 
the duration of his research project. 
11) Coping with the unexpected 
Some problelns were Inore unusual than those already listed above. 
Mutindi N(1unrkr did not expect her research on the role of women in Kenya to be 
construed as political and have special branch personnel visiting the women's groups 
collaborating with her. 
Lori Bell had her cornputer disk erased at the airport in Pakistan. Although she had 
pennission to visit Afghan refugees, poor security conditions at the time of study limited 
mobility. Ms Bell, who was studying the impact and effectiveness of co~nlnunity health 
workers, also found that opened-ended interviewing techniques required Inore training on 
the part of research assistants. 
Dodo Motsisi "lost" her documents and experienced a delay in replacing them. Entry into 
one refbgee camp was restricted because of an outbreak of cholera. 
In her agroforestry research, Juditlz ,Ytantp had difficulty in translating the names of trees 
from the Shona language into Latin since names vary from other areas within Zimbabwe. 
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However, that was not her most challenging problem. In the course of her research, she 
hired six research assistants, three male, three female. She was accused of poaching the 
Inale research assistants from another research project and transportation from Value qf 
Pees was revoked te~nporarily and her affiliation to the University of Zimbabwe was 
threatened, which might ultimately have resulted in her deportation. Unfortunately for 
her no mediation was possible and she felt obliged to drop them from her team. The 
research was coinpleted using the all-women team. She reported: 
These events have negatively coloured my attitude tou'ard the pote~ltial of conducting tn~ly palticipatoly 
research. If the power imbalance that outsidei-s bring to a pa~?nership with local reseal-cllers and fanners 
(tlnougl~ control of purse strings and vellicles) is not aclillowledged and addi-essed, 'paiticipato~y 
research' will remain a nice but nlea~llllgless pluase. It may help to make I-esearchers feel better about 
their activities in a Third World setting hut rather than facilitating empowerment ....( it) will continue 
exploitative, top-down relations between the two cultures. 
The method of handling the dispute over the research aswstants was most detrimental to the conduct of 
11ly research and in illy o~inion, constituted all unfair and ~mwise use of power. I would like to see a more 
ol'en and pa~ticipatory apl>roach to ~-esol\,ing such problems in fiiture. 
Carolyn MacDonaIl also reported the loss of good research project personnel involved in 
her nutrition research project in Malawi to "higher paying NGOs (UNICEF)." 
Dnvirl McDonnIrl reported delays in finding out about his award because he was already in 
South Africa but he reports that he did not fall behind in his research. 
Erhvarrl Osei-K~vnrl~vo discovered some truths about collecting information froin 
participants inspite of being familiar with Ghana, his country of origin: 
Most irnpoi-ta~~t was the realization that sa~nple sii~veys and other quantitative teclllliques are 
inaplxopriate for a study in a situation like Cihana, where people are w a y  and unwilling to talk. Research 
has yielded results that I was 11ithe1 to unaware ofinspite of my 'expertise' on Ghana. 
Olrff Juergensen, who had already travelled to Africa on a fact-finding mission before he 
obtained a YCRA, had his rented car stolen in Maputo where he was conducting research 
at the University and had to fly back to Malawi. 
Strikes at some Botswana secondary schools interrupted some ofAnna-Marie Ball's 
research into the reason why Batswana youth were at high risk of contracting HIV even 
though reproductive education is available in the community. 
i) Adjusting the Methodology 
Although most students outlined their methodology specifically before they left ~anada ,  
many modified them in response to changing field conditions. Most used a combination of 
both qualitative and quantitative and held meetings, interviews, reviewed literature and 
conducted case studies. 
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Patricia Rorlney, a Ph.D student from University of Toronto used less structured and open- 
ended questions with both providers and users of the health care system in Barbados 
"because it can provide a creative and fertile source of data." 
Clzristian Da LYiI~~a used a variety of tools - site mapping, timelines, trend graphs, 
photography and video-taping of sites, structured interviews, inforinal participatory 
observation, .and inailout surveys to Tanzanian NGOs - to research the role that 
environinental education plays in the conceptualization, i~npleinentation and 
management of coininunity forestry programs. 
.Jurlitls Stanip found that she had difficulties in satisfactorily reviewing the farin visit 
interview reports conducted by the research assistants until after the field visit research 
process was finished. So supervision of report writing was not adequate - some were 
incomplete thereby reducing the potential for quantitiatve analysis of the data. She stated 
that fatigue from inanaging the organization and care and feeding of the research teain in 
new and unfamiliar circumstances for so inany weeks caused some of her problems. It 
was also "due in part to stress resulting froin the Harare-based dispute over the use of the 
inen on the research team." 
When ,SIzerry Yano arrived in Thailand she realized that her initial methodology was too 
ambitious. After consulting with her supervisor, she decided to use a household survey 
approach in only one village. She wrote up her initial research theme in the January issue 
of Seeds of Peace. 
j) Unavailabilitylshortage of equipment and supplies 
Shortages of inaterials and equipment were noted by inany awardees. 
Carolyn MacDonalrl noted that her research was hampered by Mangochi Hospital's lack 
of equipment and supplies. She listed shortages of inilk powder, oil and sugar to inake 
the high energy milk; firewood to prepare the children's high energy supplement, Lik~mi 
Phala; poor kitchen facilities; inadequate number of latrines; non-availability of distilled 
water; lack of fbel for transport, and inadequate medical personnel to treat the number of 
children in the nutrition ward for their illnesses. She also observed: 
Mistreatment of mothers in the wards (hy hospital or other project staff) leads to dissatisfaction with 
hospital sewers and mothers leaving before their children are properly treated. 
Robert David~on brough soil samples from Ecuador to Canada for analysis because he felt 
he could not have this done successfblly in the research country. 
Anna-Marie Ball found no qualitative research available in Botswana and noted, "I was on 
my own." 
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Janet-Marie Hurlrlle " used a car battery for power to operate equipment needed for her 
study of pregnant women at risk in Malawi. She had difficulty collecting blood samples 
(placenta and cord) because very few women delivery in the health centre had worked in. 
She had to collect samples in the villages instead. The neo-natal mortality rate was 
around 28 percent. 
She set out to assess the nutritional status of rural Malawian women during pregancy and 
two weeks post-partum and to investigate the etiology of poor nutritional status of this 
group. The women had never been studied before so she had to spend time to build up 
the necessary rapport with traditional authorities and local village health communities. 
The project used iron supple~nents from Jamieson, a Windsor firm, according to her 
supervisor from the University of Guelph, Dr. Rosalind Gibson, Associate Professor of 
Applied Human Nutrition. 
2. IDRC COMR%UNICATION WITH AWARDEES 
Judging froin the files studied, awardees were very satisfied with the administration of their 
awards. They reported that the YCRA staff consistently responded in a timely fashion to 
questions and requests for assistance made by awardees in the field. Given the wide range of 
requests and the sometimes difficult communications systems, particularly for awardees who are 
conducting their research in remote areas, YCRA staff responded with flexibility and patience. For 
example when requesting late reports or hrther budget revisions, consideration is made for the . 
delay in Inail delivery and hnding installments are not held up as a result of the lateness of an 
interim report. Increasingly, com~nunication is conducted via e-mail where possible. 
3. COMMUNICATING IDRC EXPERTS' COMMENTS ON PROPOSALS 
BACK TO CANDIDATES 
With the increased input of IDRC experts into the selection of candidates in recent phases of the 
program, there is a noticable improvement in the feedback that candidates receive from the IDRC 
experts who have reviewed their proposals. This feedback is usually communicated to the 
awardees by the YCRA staff in the letter verifjling the granting of their award. 
Fred Gale received feedback from a number of IDRC experts, some of which he found 
usehl and incorporated into his research methodology. A detailed report of his research 
is found on page 28 under the heading of ('ond~dcting Research in the North: Highlights 
of a .Ypecial ( ' a . ~ .  Many recipients note that they are appreciative of such advice and 
" (92-1 20 1-39) I~e~~lop~rtrrr l  qfn t orrl/rropomsbic .scrrc*r~ir~g tool lo idc ,r~~fi  r.urolprcyrort1 wontrrt crl risk lo poor- 
prcyrotrcy otttconr~ irr sou~/t~.r.rr Afolowi, IJniIersity of Guelpll 
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incorporate it into their research. Names and contact addressed of IDRC and other 
experts in their region of research are also given at that time. 
For example, IDRC experts suggested that Peter Berti, researching the quality of water 
in Ecuador, use IDRC water quality monitoring methods and offered him pertinent 
information. 
Marc Roulet's research proposal, on the impact of mineral production activities on 
health and mineral environmental pollution, was associated with an IDRC-supported 
project submitted by UQAM and University of Para. The evaluator noted: "It relates 
directly to high priorities in the CPF (Corporate Program Framework) especially in health 
and the environment." 
,Slzerry Yano's research proposal, to document the experiences of four Buddhist monks 
working in rural Thailand, left IDRC evaluators wondering whether the involveinent of a 
religious sector of society (i.e. monks associated with the Thai ~n te r -~e l i~ iou<~ounc i l  
for Development) "would be perceived by other stakeholder groups as pursuing their own 
agenda." This was communicated back to Ms Yano who responded, "The involveinent 
of religious groups in community developinent has been a concern of inhe as well." She 
went on to explain a number of specifics which she felt "represent valid conteinporary 
alternative approaches to development which arises from indigenous cultural and 
spiritual worldviews." 
In a few cases, IDRC experts refuse a research proposal and provide the reasons for their 
decision, which are cominunicated by the YCRA staff to the candidate. 
Allen K~rwbiah's initial research proposal was not chosen for an award and IDRC 
evaluators' reasons were passed on to him. It was also suggested that he change the 
country of his research from Kenya to Cameroon. However, this was not possible in the 
end, and once he re-worked his proposal and was awarded a YCRA, he carried out his 
research in Kenya. 
4. AFFILIATION TO THE HOST INSTITUTION 
As already stated, the awardee's affiliation to the research or training institution varies froin very 
ininiinal to very detailed. 
Clzristian On Sihpa suggested that there should be "a learning contract between awardee 
and affiliate so that both parties can set objectives for what they wish to gain froin the 
relationship." He felt that both his affiliate institutions, the National Environmental 
Management Council and the University of Dar es Salaain "were of great assistance in 
providing advice and guidance particularly in the early stages of my research." 
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Dnvid McDonnld had strong ties with the ANC and inajor trade unions in South Africa 
which enabled him to collect "case studies that can provide concrete empirical data upon 
which an analysis of environmental policy can be better made." His research focus was 
on how class, race and gender affect the way that environmental issues are politicized in 
South Africa and the implications this has on environmental policy. The ANC was 
writing a green paper and he was hoping to contribute to it. He was also registered in the 
Department for Non-Degree Purposes at the University of the Western Cape. 
Although Clzristinn Moffnt was affiliated with Tribhuavan University and the Research 
Centre for Nepal and Asian Studies, she felt the need for further support after a factory 
manager worried about her presence as a foreigner - a German TV crew had been around 
earlier filming a documentary on child labour. She notes: 
After this incident I realized that I must be affiliated with a orga~lizatiol~ to make my presence in the 
factories credible. 
She obtained permission to use a health clinic as a base in order to establish a monitoring 
prograin for the children. This was agreed to by a member of the Carpet and Wool 
Development Board. It was also inore acceptable to the participants because she was 
taking stool samples to be tested for parasites and the clinic setting was inore suitable for 
this work. She consulted with the doctor in order to receive prescriptions for those 
affected with parasites. She explained: 
Because I was taking stool samples, I felt ethically houi~d to help mothel-s gain treatment for their 
children. 
Some awardees found that their affiliate institution was not as helpful as they had hoped. 
Allen K~vnbinlz felt that the International Centre for Research and Agroforestry (ICRAF) 
and the Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility Project (TSBP) in Nairobi was too large and 
involved in too many projects to work successfblly with foreign researchers. He 
recommended that Master's level researchers only be attached. He noted: 
If a researcher doesn't agree or follow up some of their suggestions, the institute doesn't take it well. 
However, the experience of awardees who are affiliated to ongoing projects, such as 
Pntricin Spittnl, is quite positive and noted that an attachment to a reputable institution 
gave them legitimacy as researchers. 
Since she was attached to an IDRC project, and affiliated with the Clinical Epideiniology 
Unit of Makerere University Teaching Hospital, Ms Spittal lived with a team of 
researchers in Lyantonde, Uganda, with access to living accoininodation and office. 
A few affiliates requested funding for supervising a foreign researcher, and others provide 
assistance with securing a research permit, office space, computers, library facilities, transport or 
accominodation without such requests. Some state in their letters of agreement that while soine 
in-kind assistance can be provided, no funding is available to the awardee. 
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Anrlres ,Sanclzez-Bain found that assistance from his affiliate institution was "essential". 
The researcllers of PSSM (Proyecto S i e ~ ~ a  de Santa Malta, made up of Mexican and Canadian 
researcllers from natural and social sciences) are well kllown and respected in the study area. This 
facilitated ~naking contacts and being t luted in the connnunities. 
The University was also helphl in providing letters and during ongoing political unrest. 
However it is a given that this level of support will not be uniform, since the YCRA awardees 
work in such a variety of countries. 
5. FEEDBACK FROM CANADIAN ACADEMIC SUPERVISORS 
The YCRA requires that the awardees' academic supervisors submit interim reports on their 
progress in the field. This is essential to the process of administering the award since it is the 
yardstick by which the YCRA measures the progress of the awardees and disburses &riding 
installinents accordingly. This is particularly true in the case of those awardees who make changes 
to their research methodology. In inost cases, the report is very brief, usually presented in the 
forin of a letter to the YCRA. 
Carolyn MacDonaIlys supervisor from University of Guelph, Dr Rosalind Gibson, 
Professor of Applied Human Nutrition, spent a five-month sabbatical hnded by IDRC in 
Malawi with the Malawi-Guelph Nutrition Project in Mangochi District and visited 
several of her students, including Ms MacDonald at her research site. Prof. Gibson 
expressed her gratitude to IDRC for awarding her student a YCRA. 
We are indeed fo~tunate to have young scientists in Canada who are willing to make such a contribution, 
often at great personal sacrifice. I an1 estremely inpressed by the accomplishments of C:arolyn 
Mac1)onald and fill1 of admiration for the cm-efi~l ways in which she organized a double-blind cli~lical 
trial under rigorous conditions. 
One can see a trend in which a number of supervisors support successive candidates over 
a period of time for a particular development project overseas supported by their 
universities. University of Guelph has been particularly adept at this and knows the 
YCRA process well. Dr. Harry Cummings, Associate Professor in the University of 
Guelph's School of Rural Planning and Development, has supervised a number of 
awardees over the years. He wrote in a letter supporting Alex MacKenzieYs 
candidature: 
Since 1984, I5 studmts have studied ul Indonesia as part of the Sdawesi Regional Developtnent IJroject 
in IJjung I'anda~g and Illore than 10 Master's theses have been conducted. 
\. 
This is also true in the case of Dr Gibson, referred to above, also froin the University of 
Guelph which has been involved in health and nutrition research projects in Malawi in 
conjunction with Dr. Tim Cullinan, Professor of Health and Nutrition at the University of 
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Malawi for a nuinber of years. Support is more holistic in such cases since specific 
inforination is available about the projects before the awardee actually leaves Canada. 
Coinrnenting on Slterry Yarzo's research findings into alternative visions of development, 
Dr. Jackie Wolfe-Keddie, Graduate Coordinator and Associate Professor at the 
University of Guelph stated: 
I 11ave been working myself for the past 15 years wit11 Aboriginal co~nmuilities in Canada and Australia 
and my experiei~ce working wit11 and thmkmg about Aboiiginal coilmunity developn~ent led me to just 
such a conclusioi~. I find it intriguing to see how several of my students examine, research, ailalyze and 
discover this for themselves, a-oui~d the globe. 
Feedback froin supervisors was also important in cases where requirements of the YCRA differ 
somewhat from university policy. One of the pre-requisites of the YCRA is that doctoral students 
must complete their coinprehensive exams before leaving Canada. However, at the University of 
Guelph, students in the biological sciences have generally co~ninenced a coinponent of their 
research project before taking their coinprehensive exams. The University carehlly screens all 
doctoral students. As Dr. Gibson noted, "no one has failed comprehensives." Janet-Marie 
HuddIe, another of Dr. Gibson's students, also received an award after this explanation was 
made. 
They need to have worked in a less u~dustrialized coui~tly for so111e tiille and have soil~e previous 
researcl~ expeiience.Wit11 such pre-requisites we ail11 to avoid ally potei~tial dificulties arising fro111 an 
inadequate peifollllance hot11 ill tlle research field and in tlle pelfoim~ance ill tlle coinpi-ehensive 
examination. 
6. FEEDBACK FROM OTHER SOURCES 
A few affiliated institutions or organizations in the host country coimnunicate with IDRC. 
Anna-Marie Ball's supervisor at the University of Botswana, Dr Sheila Tlou, helped Ms 
Ball find accoininodation in Palapye, the village where Ms Ball was conducting her 
research. In a letter to LDRC, Dr Tlou, who is froin Palapye, noted that the residents of 
Palap ye 
think she's super and are of the belief or hope that she will oile day conle to work in Hotwana. 
But receiving feedback such as this is not the norm. Perhaps a way can be found to request 
feedback froin overseas supervisors without adding to their already onerous administrative 
workload. One or two requests for remuneration for assisting a foreign researcher have been 
noted in the files. 
\ 
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7. RELEVANCE OF RESEARCH TO IDRC 
During the period under review, it appears that the research projects being accepted for knding 
by the YCRA are increasingly more aligned with IDRC projects and interests. 
Patricia ,Spiftnl worked on an HIV research project in Uganda supported by IDRC. 
An(lres ,Sancltez-Bain conducted his research in Mexico on a project supported by IDRC 
to forlnulate and implement a sustainable social and econo~nic strategy for the Biosphere 
Reserve Sierra de Santa Marta in South Veracruz. Proyecto is a regional NGO receiving 
some financial support from IDRC. 
Ellen Hagernzrm carried out research in an Arnerindian village situated near an IDRC- 
sponsored forestry project in Guyana. ., 
Vanessa Clive researched technical change, the globalization of business activities and 
development interested in biotechnology, an area of study directly relevant to IDRC CPF 
priorities in biodiversity, food systems under stress of technology and environment. She 
carried out her research in the United States, Mexico and Peru. An IDRC evaluation fonn 
in her file states: 
The topic of hei. study relates directly to a Centre-wide initiative being uiideitakt:~~ by the Teclulology 
and Eii\firc-)lunent Working Croup. 
As stated earlier, Fred Gale's research was also of specific interest to IDRC experts. 
Jutlitlz Stanzp, a Ph.D student in Geography from the University of Toronto had 
assistance from an IDRC-sponsored project. Vallie of nees,  affiliated with the 
Department of Biological Sciences, University of Zimbabwe, her affiliate institution. 
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PART 111 
TRENDS 
This section of the report attempts to highlight the colnlnon threads which weave in and out of 
the research gleaned from awardees' files in Part 11. Of particular note is the excellent calibre of 
the awardees, the quality of the research projects in which they are engaged, and the flexibility of 
the YCRA administration which has already been noted. The files make fascinating reading and 
more effort should be made to publicize the awardees' results in order to give the program a 
higher profile. It is probably true that IDRC projects are better known overseas than they are here 
in Canada. 
Flexibility is a word that threads its way all through the YCRA program. Not only is the program 
itself very flexible, in terms of its parameters and administration, but also the awardees' research 
shows an impressive amount of flexibility. They are able to change their methodology.and 
structure as required by conditions they find in their host countries. 
Other trends noted throughout the research include the following: 
a) Linkages 
Linkages of many kinds kept recurring throughout this exercise: linkages between awardees 
and their universities, between awardees and IDCR experts, between well-established projects 
such as the Guelph projects in Indonesia and Malawi and the YCRA recipients, between 
awardees and their affiliate institutions, between awardees and the NGOs they have worked 
for previously and between awardees and the target groups they interacted with during their 
research overseas. 
Wit11 ZZIRC 
Some awardees were associated with IDRC before their award, or after. Clzristian Z)a 
,S'ihvz was an associate with IDRC in 1993 before he received a YCRA and worked 
at IDRC after he co~npleted his award. Peter (li Cenzo was a project manager of the 
IDRC Soil Erosion (China) Project and Gaetan Z)csnzarais worked on an IDRC project 
in West Africa before he received his award. 
Others like Ellen Hager~~tan, Patricia Spittal, Robert Davi(lson and Marc Roulet 
conducted research within, or in close proximity to, IDRC-supported projects. 
With previous overseas experience ', 
There is also a link between the quality of work of an awardee and the amount of 
previous overseas experience, particularly in the case of Anna-Marie Ball, whose writing 
shows her sensitivity and knowledge of her subject. 
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Ms Ball began the introduction to her thesis this way: 
This dissertation is well travelled and it has the fingelprints of many people on it. 
This sentence could only have been written by a person who has spent a number of years 
in the southern African region. 
With the host community 
As already outlined in the previous section inany awardees formed strong linkages with 
their host communities. Soine were successfbl in assisting their communities in a variety 
of ways. Many stated that they received far inore from the relationship than they felt they 
had given back. 
With academic supervisors 
Another link that is strong and clear is the one made by awardees with an academic 
supervisor who has already monitored other post-graduate researchers in the past. Again 
the case of Drs Harry Cuminings and Rosalind Gibson of the University o ~ G u B ~ ~  comes 
to mind. The table on page 12 lists the awardees' university affiliations. 
b) Affiliations and Linkages with NGOs 
There are also trends in affiliation of researchers, their universities and countries and other 
Canadian organizations involved in international development. Those who have had previous 
overseas experience have often worked for a not-for-profit agency in the Canadian or 
international NGO community. 
Many agencies are listed in the files of the awardees with which they have considerable experience 
before they decided to return to academic studies: The list includes CUSO, WUSC, Oxfam, 
Canada World Youth, Canadian Crossroads International, MSF, CECI, Aga Khan, CARE, 
UNICEF, UNHCR, VSO and APSO, the Irish voluntary interrnational agency. 
For example, connections were found to four WUSC programs; to international student 
programs; to the Canadian graduate student Applied Research Program in Malawi; to the Annual 
International Seminar, and to the overseas developlnent worker program. They are documented 
below: 
A~zna-Marie Ball, who conducted her health research in Botwana, was a doctoral student 
at Univerity of Manitoba which has had a previous affiliation with Botswana. A 
Government of Botswana Award, administered by WUSC a number of years ago, 
enabled nurses from Botswana to upgrade their academic qualifications at the University 
of Manitoba. The award program, now in its sixth year, has also enabled many post- 
secondary school students from Botwsana to study at Canadian universities in a variety 
of fields. 
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University of Guelph's Dr Rosalind Gibson obtained an IDRC sabbatical leave 
scholarship to conduct her research and supervise students Janet-Marie Hurlrlle and 
Carolyn MacDonalrl on the Guelph-Malawi Nutrition Project in Mangochi District in 
Malawi, a country where WUSC also has a program involving 20 development workers. 
WUSC has assisted a Safe Motherhood Project in Mangochi by recoln~nending it for a 
Canada Fund grant from the Canadian High Colrunission. 
One of the WUSC Applied Research Project graduate students, also from the University 
of Guelph, worked with the Mangochi Project in the summer of 1996. 
Dan Parat1i.s was a WUSC seminar participant to Indonesia prior to his YCRA tenure. 
David Rowbotham was a WUSC teacher in Bhutan before he became a YCRA recipient 
Other links were found: 
F'efer u'i ( I ~ Y I Z O  worked with Prof. Luk of the University of Toronto School of Hulnan 
Biology, who has had a long-time collaboration (since 1987) with FUNDAGRO in 
Ecuador. 
Clzristian I)a Sih~a arrived in Tanzania as part of a Colnmonwealth Academic exchange 
arrangement involving Carleton University and University of Dar es Salaam. He was 
registered as a fill-time graduate student in the Faculty of Education. 
c) The Role of Women: The Importance of Empowerment 
Women, as instruments of change, pervades the research. Women may be direct recipients of 
assistance such as in the delivery of clean water in Indonesia, but they must also take 
ownership of the project if it is going to be sustainable. 
Yolan(le Geatlalz stressed the importance of women as change agents in Egypt. 
Mituncli Ndunda noted that in Kenya 
\vcimen's lot is not a hap11y one because of the sexis111 that peivades the entire society. It is ciucial that 
policies begin to take gender as a category of analysis. Women are using their traditional organiziilg 
strategies in their stmggle against gender inequities in Kalya. 
She also stressed the crucial role mothers play in the education of their children. \ 
There is a gender divide - preference for sons is prevalent. Girls are viewed as temporaiy members of the 
family because they are lost to their husband's family. Wonlen have taken on new challenges as fanllly 
b~fiers,  food p~.oviders, caregivers, educators, traders, sinall llold fmners - all labour intensive activities 
They note that success is lul~ited by lack of resources. The women's stories showed how they ha\ e re- 
negotiated, n~odified and resisted gender ass~unptions and created possibilities for their ch~ldren and 
daughters in pa~licular. 
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Koji Bnrintnlz attempted to use an empowerment agenda framework which focuses on 
both process and outcome. The aim was to improve the efficacy of the services at the 
Nutrition Centre. He found that women who had participated in a nutrition program 
PAMSCAD - (Program of Action to Mitigate the Social Cost of Adjustment) in Ayeredee 
in the Nkoranza district of the Brong-Ahafo region of Ghana, were confident about the 
health and nutrition skills that they had acquired; they have improved access to food, 
they showed a strong sense of confidence, they were satisfied with the program. 
But he recommended that mothers should have the means to engage in income- 
generating ventures and that the healthlnutrition status of children must be seen as a 
coin~nunity problem not an individual one. 
Dotlo Motsisi found 100 percent of refugee women's work involved traditional roles (rug 
making, sewing, knitting) 
which suggests a resurgence of prescribed traditional gender roles, namely that produce for ?omestic 
consumption whereas men produce goods for both domestic and public consumption. -' 
Colin Millette chose Sulawesi, Indonesia as the site of his water resources research 
because of a recent resurgence of donor activity (World Bank) in the provision of water 
supply and sanitary facilities. The community's stake in the system revolves around their 
willingness to pay - i.e. a decision to use the facilities and colnlnit financial resources. 
A conunon problem in Indonesia is the lack of coimunity awamess concerning the impoitance of 
maintaining the water supply facilities. Women traditionally become diselfianchised fro111 the decision- 
making process and fiom acquiring the tecllnical skills needed to manage the system. 
d) Ethical Questions 
A number of ethical questions threaded their way through awardees' research. It appears that 
most centred around the subjects of health, nutrition and HIVIAIDS - in other words, 
information gathered from the host coinrnunity that is of a very personal nature. 
Sensitive research topics 
Some awardees like Pntricin J'pittal were challenged to remain professional in the face 
of emotional situations encountered in their research. Her experience is perhaps the most 
difficult in terms of ethical questions raised and the team's inability to find ways "to give 
back" to the cominunity. Ms Spittal was one of four researchers who studied groups at 
risk for HIV transinission in Uganda. They found Lyatonde, the research location a 
"numbing place". 
The stories heard in the conmmunity are not conlfoltable, but rather, requiring conlfort. Recently the 
research assistailts working in Lyatonde have attended funerals almost evely day. KG coinlnunicators 
have beconle fi-iei~ds a ~ d  when they die, it is impoitant to co~~lfoit  the family and 1,el.haps speakat the 
hnei.al on behalf of the fanlily. Over the period of 14 months of research some are asking, 'What are you 
going to do for us'?' They want help for their children. 
Accountability to co~nmunity members (returning to the coin~nunity the results of 
qualitative research) is viewed by the teain as essential to continued life and work in the 
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community. 'Friends offer something.' ... having taken their life stories, something needs 
to be offered in return to address unrnet, felt needs." 
Inspite oftheir desire to give something back to the community, the team realized any 
intervention such as counselling programs aimed at prevention of HIV, would not be enough. 
It doesn't address tlle complex situational requirements and actual needs of persons at risk for HIVIAIDS. 
How one enables persons living in tllis environment to take deliherate health promoting steps is exceedingly 
difficult, especihlly wllen evelyone tlliilks they are dying. 
Ms Spittal found her research "sad and depressing." Having difficulties in incorporating 
participation by the community, 
Our intent had always heen puticipato~y hut so far our process had not heen. It would seem like we have 
exploited tllem just to collect data ... During a nid-point retreat, they admitted their emotional exl~austion 
and realized a transforming moment: a dead silence of gief. They began to question their work, had 
feelings of guilt, emhai~assment and naivity, uncertain \what to do next. They intimately touched knowledge 
and in the process, came face to face wit11 tllemselves. 
., 
Incorporating traditional beliefs 
Anttres ,Sanclzez-Bain conducted research in an area in Mexico that was made up of 
two indigenous peoples, the Nahua and the Zoque-Popolucas. Part of his research 
involved the study of stories and old custoins revealed through a dance (Danza del Tigre) 
which was peformed in the 1940s and early 1950s. He wanted to use the inforination 
gathered to. contribute to the people's understanding of the occurrence of diarrheal and 
parasitic infections and their transmission through behavior. He stated: 
Health programs should emphasize the possibility of having preventive measures that may be under a . 
person's control, not of the supernatural realm. 
Community distrust 
Carolyn MacDonatl changed the location of her study of malnourished children in 
Malawi when she first arrived because of distrust of some ineinbers in the participating 
community. 
Accusations had heen made that hlood was being taken from pregnant women 111 large q~iantities to he 
sold for a profit in Canada hy the researchers. As a result (they felt) their hahies were dying. 
She ended up doing her research in the nutrition ward of Mangochi Hospital which was a 
better location because it provided better support and opportunities for collaboration 
using the national weaning food - Likuni Phala. Children in the nutrition ward received 
LP and high energy milk and stayed for an average of six weeks. She was able to 
randomly assign 60 children to three control groups, each receiving LP fortified with a 
'., 
number of ingredients including zinc. 
In addition, examining of children (including taking blood samples) is inore readily acceptable at a 
hospital than in a village health centre. 
Major problems she encountered including an overwhelming increase in the number of 
malnourished children being admitted to the ward due to a severe drought and 
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consequent lack of food, and absconding of children (by their caregivers who distrusted 
the hospital setting) from the hospital before the children's health improved and results 
were in. She also reported a high rate of HIV infection in her study area - over 50 
percent. 
Methodology 
Anna-Marie Ball did not pose personal questions during her interviews with adolescents 
in Botswana who are increasingly at risk of contracting HIV, even though reproductive 
health education is available to them. 
Tllis lack of success of traditional health education nlay he due to a failure to define the social and 
cultul-a1 coilst~uctio~l of risk by specific sub-populations. Adolescents, pm-ticularly in societies 'in 
transition', such as developing countiies, may defile risk dfierently to the dominent culture. 
Ms Ball used questions not aimed at the participants personally so that they could talk 
about their friends or about a hypothetical person who was the same age, same 
educational level and same village. 
Tln-oug11 the use of projective tecluliques, the questions that might have been considered tln-eatening if 
used directly, were made less tlueatenu~g. 
She found that in-school children were most positive about the future. Out-of-school 
children expressed their frustration at the lack of opportunities, no jobs, and few training 
opportunities. "They expressed a general feeling of unhappiness about their lives," she 
noted. 
Paying participants 
Peter Bwti finally decided to pay participants in his studies because he had difficulty 
attracting subjects for his water quality research. He also felt he should compensate them 
for their time away from productive work. The question of paying participants has come 
up a few times in the files researched for this study. 
Research considered political 
Mutintli Nduntla studied the experience of women of Kiloine, Kenya in terins of their 
access to forinal education. In her second progress report she notes: "Many rural women 
have invited me to their self-help women's groups." She was able to introduce herself 
and the work she was doing and to request the support and participation of the women. 
Many were vely eager to participate which made it easier to do research, but some women were of the 
opinion that I could help them find ways tluough ulhich they could pay for their children's school fees. 
C)thers thought I codd buy them food since there was a famine in the area. 
But she also found that women were being harrassed by "big shots" for holding a 
meeting and interpreted her research in political terins. Although her focus group was 
women between the ages of 20-45, but she interviewed a few older women who were 
part of a group she was working with "because it would be impolite to turn thein back." 
Consequently these older women's experience "are important in giving me a picture of 
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how my cultural assumptions on women's roles have changedlnot changed over the time 
period." 
Although rural wolllell strongly believe that a good educatioll and a paid job are synorlolnous with elnpowerrnerlt the 
professional wolnen's experiences show that the struggle for self-efficacy conti~lues in the public and private sphere. 
e) Giving back to the community 
As already mentioned, most awardees expressed a desire to give something back to the 
community in which they conducted their research. Some left equipment, others returned 
their research findings to the community and discussed it with them in meetings. 
Sherry Yano had her research translated into Thai because she had promised her affiliate 
institution and the community she was working with copies in their language. 
Most of those who expressed a desire to contribute to the community did so because they 
felt that the transfer of information had travelled just one way - from the collununitjl to  
the researcher. This does not appear to them to contribute to  the process of sustainable 
and equitable development which is a two-way process. As Slterry Yano reflected: 
I)eveloprr~errt, then, al)pears to be a dialogue or intermingling of the reflections, esperiences, lropes and 
visioirs of all the pa~ticipants. 
Value of Previous Overseas Experience 
If the ultimate aim of the YCRA is to ensure that emerging researchers remain in careers 
promoting sustainable and equitable developtnent, it would appear that previous overseas 
experience pre-disposes candidates to such a personal goal. 
Jurlitlt Stantp spent part of her childhoodlschool years in South Africa and did a 
reconnaisance trip to Zimbabwe, funded by an IDRC grant, before embarking upon her 
YCRA research in Zimbabwe. 
Anna-Marie Ball lived in southern Africa for nearly a decade. 
Others such as Colin Millette, Ellen Hagern~an, David Ro~vbotltant, Carole MacDortald, 
Davi(Z McDonald, Lori Bell and Christian Da Sihu had previous overseas work 
experience, as Canadian development workers or as employees of international NGOs 
such as CPAR, Aga Khan, CUSO, CECI, WUSC, Oxfam, Canada World Youth, 
Canadian Crossroads International, MSF and UN agencies such as UNICEF, CNHCR 
and WHO. 
\ 
Finally others such as Dan Paradis had only limited travel experience - participation on a 
six-week international seminar to Indonesia with WUSC. He spent three weeks at the 
University of Guelph project in Sulawesi at the end of the seminar. Cltristina Mqffnt worked 
with aboriginal communities and made a preliminary visit to Nepal before she started her 
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research for her YCRA award. Both were conducting research at the master's level. 
Now that the YCRA is awarded to students at the doctoral level only it is likely that inore 
and inore candidates will already have previous overseas experience. 
Although such experience is not necessarily a defining indication that a researcher will 
succeed, it is a definite advantage. But having said that, there can be exceptions and even a 
lot of previous overseas experience can result in the unexpected: 
Eti~varrl Osei-K~vnti~iyo who did his research in Ghana, the country of his birth, found 
that "Research has yielded results that I as hither to unaware inspite of my 'expertise' on 
Ghana." 
He discovered that salnple surveys and other quantitative techniques were inappropriate 
in a country like Ghana where people were wary and unwilling to talk about the social 
and econoinic effects of structural adjustment on the population. 
Besides Mr Osei-Kwadwa, Mutintii Ntiuntia and Koji Barin~alt also returned to their 
countries of origin to conduct their research. There appears to be no reason why such 
projects should not be eligible for a YCRA. 
g) Nature of applied research: Responsive and relevant 
Inspite of the fact that conducting research is regarded by many as an acadernic'exercise, a 
nuinber of awardees were concerned with applying their research to practical applications 
which are both responsive and relevant. 
Davitl MeDonall, who carried out environlnental research in South Africa noted in his 
report: 
Tllis interest in practical issues is sometlling that I have give11 a lot of tl~ougl~t to. I realize that academic 
work, a1111ost hy nature, is something removed from the nuts a11d holts of evayday life, hut I want to t ~ y  
and make IIIY re.warch wclrk as practical as as possihle. Participative research is one exanll~le and 
developing worksl~ops (for tlle workers) is another. 
h) Difficulties encountered 
As outlined in the case studies, difficulties were overcolne in various ways and inost 
awardees did not report negative results which adversely affected their research. It i\s not 
known whether any YCRA recipient has ever failed to complete his or her thesis or 
dessertation due to difficulties experienced during the tenure of their YCRA. 
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i) Is age a relevant factor? 
No mention has been made in this study of the age of the awardees because age does not 
appear to be a significant factor in any aspect of the YCRA program. In fact at least one 
awardee, Fred Gale suggested that the word "young" be removed from the title altogether 
and the title of the prograln has changed recently with this suggestion in mind. 
j) Length of Research 
No trends, in terins of successes or failures, were noted in the length of time a researcher 
conducted hislher research in the host country. This is no doubt due to the fact that each 
researcher's objectives are very different. 
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Part I V 
Recommendations 
The recoininendations listed below follow from the trends noted in Part I11 and also take into 
account the ideas and recommendations of the awardees themselves. 
I .  Concerning the awardees 
a) The Age Factor: Age should not be considered when selecting awardees. 
Throughout the study, age did not come up as a factor at any time. It was noted that the 
older awardees tended to be women which may suggest that they have other obligations 
(such as family) before they have the time to undertake post-graduate work. Now that the 
prograin targets only doctoral students, it is likely that candidates with more experience, 
maturity and greater academic experience will apply. 
b) Previous Overseas Experience: This is essential to their success in the host country. 
More opportunities exist, at the university level, within NGO programming or through 
international exchanges and internships than when the YCRA first started in 1982 so it is 
likely that candidates already have some previous overseas experience. How much 
overseas experience should be defined is not the task of this study, but if a doctoral 
candidate who applies to the YCRA has no overseas experience, one needs to ask the . 
question - why is this person interested in overseas development at this stage of their 
academic life? 
c) Language: Some facility in the language of the host country target group is highly 
desirable, or the willingness of the candidate to gain this facility while in the host 
country, even though the award does not cover the cost. 
d) Career Goals: The ultimate aiin of the candidates' research, i.e. whether they hope 
to remain in acadeinic research either as researchers or lecturers should not necessarily 
be the final yardstick in evaluating their suitability. Instead, the quality of the research, 
its relevance to IDRC's objectives and to the host country should be the final 
measurement for selection. 
e) Host Country: YCRA awardees who were not born in Canada should be allowed to 
conduct research in their country of birth. 
f) Personal skills: Awardees' personal skills, such as skills of leadership, communication, 
organization; cultural and political sensitivity; ability to work as part of a team, a positive 
outlook on life, flexibility and adaptability, and a sense of humour should be taken into 
consideration along with academic excellence and the quality of their research project. 
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Perhaps referees and academic supervisors can coinplete a forin based on a 1-10 scale, 
siinilar to what is provided to the IDRC experts. These personal skills will ensure that the 
awardee will be able to function successfully in the host country, whatever difficulties they 
encounter. 
The awardees whose research experience stands out during the period under review, 
such as Fred Gale, Ellen Hagerntan, Anna-Marie Ball, Vanessa Clive, Colin 
Millette, Carolyn MacDorzald and Patricia Spittnl, all appeared to have the personal 
attributes that enabled thein to undertake excellent research projects and over come 
any adversity in the process. 
g) Equity: The ratio of male to female awardees appears quite equitable during the period 
under review and there were a number of 'new' Canadians and landed immigrant 
awardees amongst the 103 awardees. Francophones were represented - some chose 
to conduct their research in English. Some universities were very well represented and 
although this should not be discouraged, perhaps measures should be taken to-incourage 
candidates to apply from non-represented universities, particularly in other parts of the 
country. There are no statistics available which could show the number of candidates 
who applied and their university affiliation, to see whether some candidates from non- 
represented ui~iversities do apply and fail to qualifjr for an award. 
h) Follow-up: A majority of files for the 1991-94 period do not have a yellow sheet from 
the IDRC library stating when their theses or dissertations were sent. A system of follow 
up will have to be initiated if the Centre wants to receive their research. 
2. Concerning Administration 
As stated elsewhere, one of the greatest strengths of the program is its flexibility to respond 
to the needs of the awardees. Below are some reco~lzlnendations aiined at facilitating this 
process. 
a) The files: The files were quite bulky and solnewhat awkward to handle, particularly if 
one attempted to read documents printed on both sides of the page. Many had yellow 
'post-it'notes attached to highlight budget or banking inforination for easy reference. 
Keeping the financial inforination on the left side of the file, separate froin the 
correspondence, may make the files more user friendly and easier to manage. Also noted 
was soine duplication of docuinents such as Inore than one copy of a research proposal, 
interim report. e-mail message or letter. The use of coloured paper to denote specific 
documents also inakes thein easier to find. 
b) The forms: There have been changes to the various forms and docuinents during 199 1 - 
94 and iinprovements have been noted. Some forms are designed incorporating both 
official languages on the same forin and others are printed separately in each language 
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It would be preferable to standardize the forins, in terins of language, design and ease of 
completion. 
c) The contract: Since it is a formal document, inore specific inforination should be 
included as a way of amalgamating all the necessary steps which an awardee must take in 
order to conduct hiin or herself during the tenure of the YCRA - for example the 
requirement to register at the nearest Canadian Embassy or High Commission, giving 
permission to IDRC to use their profiles for publicity purposes, whether equipment used 
during research inust be left in the host country, or any other aspect of the tenure for 
which the awardee is held responsible. The contract should be updated regularly to 
reflect all these aspects of the tenure as they arise. 
d) Awardee information form: For all the files leading up to 1994 when CENTRA 
became operational, there was, on the left side of the awardees' files, a pink information 
form which contained, at a glance all the inforination one requires to know about the 
awardee. This was invaluable as a handy reference. However, about mid-way through 
1994, this systein was changed and the pink sheet is no longer a feature of these files. A 
new profile forin should be designed and put in use. 
e) Emergency information: Although a perinanent address appears on awardees' 
application fonns, there is no inforination about whoin to contact in case of emergency. 
Such a form could be designed and filled out by the awardees before they leave Canada. 
It could provide inforination such as the next-of-kins' naines and addresses and could . 
also include the banking information. This forin could also be filed on the left side of 
the file for easy reference. The 'next-of-kin' address is also usefbl if a tracking systein is 
instituted to trace awardees who have not yet sent in their research results. 
f) Letter of introduction: A letter of introduction, 'to whoin it inay concern', was found 
in a few files in which awardees had specifically requested one. This should be provided 
to all awardees since such letters can facilitate the acquisition of visas or special 
requirements in the host country. 
g) The Recruitment Process: All information must be coinpleted before an awardee 
receives the letter announcing that the application was successful. The requirement for 
affiliation with a host country institution remains a difficult one to pin down. This should 
be re-evalued and assessed to see if a solution can be found as how to grade this aspect of 
the application and how to make the link more effective. 
'. 
11) Photos: Ask awardees for several photos (passport size) for their files which could be 
used in any publicity. Also ask for photos to be sent froin the field or after they return to 
Canada for possible publicity use. 
i) Renewals: For awardees who wish to to apply to renew their award or apply for an 
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new one, it would be very useful to make a note of the new award in the initial award 
file. It is not clear why it is not considered an extension of the existing award. 
3. Providing information to awardees 
a) The budget: ,Although information is provided about what costs the YCRA covers, 
more information concerning the budget should be given - a list of what is not covered, 
for example. Many questions arise in the files, about whether or not language training is 
covered, whether award money can be sent to an institution's account, whether it will 
cover a trip to a conference being held in a third country, whether it will cover gratuities 
or gifts to participants. It is possible that this information is already being given to 
awardees and that they do not absorb it all here in Canada, until the need arises overseas. 
They inay also forget the advice given to keep all receipts, airline tickets and that 
they are responsible for all matters concerning taxes. Reinforcement of this information 
needs to be given. 
b) Feedback from IDRC experts: The 1994 files appear to contain more feedback from 
the IDRC experts than in earlier files and this should continue as much as possible. It is 
clear that awardees value not only the award, but also the expertise housed within IDRC 
and feel privileged to be associated with the Centre. 
c) Feedback from other awardees: The files are full of excellent stories, lessons learned 
and advice to others - how to apply for visas, the suggestion to take extra passport 
photos, etc. A way needs to be found to transmit this valuable inforination to new 
awardees, particularly if it relates to the same research topic or host country. Perhap 
additional questions can be added to the final report forin asking questions about lessons 
learned and seeking advice for new awardees. 
d) Linkages: A system of mentoring would also be valuable, where previous awardees 
are encouraged to get in touch with new ones. Now that e-mail is prevalent and so 
immediate, it inay be possible to make the links between past, present and new 
awardees. 
e) Pre-departure package: This package should be examined and reviewed with a view 
of ensuring that awardees have pertinent information. It was also suggested by Denise 
Deby who reviewed Mutindi Nrluntkl's research proposal that IDRC's regional priorities 
be provided to awardees Other awardees have requested information about .\.. 
IDRC's projects in a country or region. Other information might also be usefil, such as 
the availability of the Canada Fund within the host country. 
For awardees like Carolyn hifacDonald, who wanted to provide her target group with 
assistance, it inay have been useful to know that Canada Fund, administered by the 
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Canadian Embassy or High Co~n~nission in the region, provides grants to local NGOs and 
coln~nunity groups in areas of agricultural and coln~nunity development, safe water and 
other health-related projects, and a variety of educational projects. 
4. About the YCRA program 
a) Use the YCRA program to enhance IDRC objectives. Examine what is the value of the 
YCRA to IDRC. Although awardees direct their own research and work independently, it 
should be of relevance to IDRC. 
b) Publicize the successes Inore widely. As Canadians we have a good reputation abroad 
and the awardees no doubt benefit from the fact that Canadians are well received 
internationally and are seen as partners in the develop~nent process. The IDRC Home 
Page in the Internet is providing more exposure now. 
I, 
c) Conduct a 'where are they now' follow-up survey to find out what past awardees are 
doing and at the same time solicit theses and dissertations from those who have not yet 
submitted theirs. 
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